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SUMMARY 

An attempt  has baan mode  in  thie  papar  to   eerv«  particularly  tha 

difTarant  aspects of  tha aruga  and  pharmaceuticals   industry   with  particular 

reference  to  the drug  neede  in developing countries.   There is no   doubt  that 

nany   developing countries  have  a  long  way  to   go   in cultivating   sophiaticated 

tech.-tology   in thia   field.     However,   the competence of  various   developing 

countries  in  adopting  the  production  in tha field of druga  and  pharmaceuticals 

usriee  which   is  due  not only  to   the  different  etagas of  educational 

development   in general  and of  technological competence  in  particular,   but  aleo 

due  to  capital-intensiva  requirement  of these industries.   Such modifications 

need   fairly   accurate  standards  and  where humen  life is concerned,   thia 

compromise  is not   possible.     All  tha developing countries  are  in tha   proceee 

of reorganlaing their  health  neede end  today   aven  the  more  developed  among 

tha developing countries  are not  prepared to  provide medical  needs  to  more 

than   20£ of  their  population.     Obviously,   therefore,   the  drugs  end 

pharmaceutical  industry  in  these countries  envisagea to  have greater 

Justification in  thia   regard. 

It  is   fairly  necessary   that   each of  the  developing  countries  definee 

ite   scope of   production  end  phases out   tha   work   to   be undertaken   in  thio 

direction with  ability  to   expend  thia  for   future development.     In  feet,   in 

conditions,   such aa bacteriel,   peraeitie,   helmenthic   infections, the  ep act rum 

of  their  drug  neede  is materially   different  as   that of  the  developed 

countriea.     A reference  to   thia hae been made  in  soma  detail  in thia  paper. 

The developing countriee ere now in the proceee of drawing up Hate of 

essential  druge  thet may   fit  in  for  their   requiremente,   and   thet  may   take 

care of  a  large parcentege of  their  heelth  ne e da.     Obviouely,   theee countries 

did  need  to make concerted  efforta in  the  production of  these essentiel 

druge.     Some of the essentiel   druge   thet  ere eveilsbls conform,   in generel,   to 

the  beeic drug liete publiehed by  the World Heelth Organiaetion recently. 

•hereao bulk   druge  producèion   te technology-and-capltal-inteneive, 

the   formulation induetry   ie  hiatorically  laee  expeneive.     It  ie  fairly 

aaaier  for  the developing countriee  to import bulk  drugs to begin with   and 

formulate them in their own countriee.     The technological content of bulk 

druge   eleo  varies   from drug to   drug over » wide ronge end the developing 

countriee would naturally have to  begin with  the production of euch bulk 

druge  ea may  require aimpler technologies eo  thet  they mey créete capability 

to  ecele up the eeae,  end  the more compliceted  technologies can be  taken at  a 

later atage. 

It hae baen triad to  lapreaa that in apita of varying  elzea of   th« 

different  developing countriee end their physical capabilitiee and neede, 

it may  be more economic  to  orgeniee euch regional  production unite ee may 
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1.    PREFACE 

THK tern "technology"  refers to the  process of 

transformation of  inputs  into outputs.     Modern technology 

tends  to be capital  intensive and maximises  output  per unit 

of time and  labour.    ¿>uch a technology is  suited to countries 

where  labour  is scarce but   capital  is abundant,    ¡àome develop- 

ing countries  have,  conscious or unconscious      of the consequences 

of using such technologies  adopted them in the early stages 

of planned economic development.    The objective was to 

maximise  output.     But,   it  has turned out  that  as a long run 

measure  it is not satisfactory.    Developing countries    generally 

have a  large under-employed man-power,   lack capital and have 

very uneven distribution of  income.    So,  when capital intensive 

technologies  are used,  only a few are employed.    Also, 

financial constraints  limit the number of projects that  can 

be taken up.    The effect of these things  is that income does 

not spread out and so the population does not  have the 

purchasing power.    So the outputs   (which are attdtapted to be mucimisod 
do not 
/have any demand and  leads to gross under utilisation of capacity. 

Also,   even when the GNP grows, the poor stay poor and t-iis 

leads to a lot  of undewirable socio-economic problems.     In 

short it  is not advisible for developing countries to copy the 

developing world in choice of technology or in development 

strategy.    The developed world maximises output per unit of 

labour (which is scarce)  with the capital resources it has. 
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account 

In the developing world  it   AS the capital that   is  scarce  so 

the objective  snould be to get the maximum uutput  per u.iit 

of  capital,   cashing in on the  labour resource;;  they have. 

To put   it  more generally,   every coun ;ry should use the 

techno loç y  that  takeii both the strengt lis  and weaknesses into / 

ouch a technology may be called the technology ap, ropriate 

for that  country or,   for ihort,   "A;   .ropriate Technology". 

Most   of  the developing countries  do not have  an 

established pharmaceutical  industry even     today.      Obviously 

these countries would do well to keep the foregoing  in 

mind  when they start  setting up one.     Even those which 

have some what er tablished Drug industry should try and 

adopt  the kind of technology appropriate under the 

circumstances. 

Let  us not think of  "Technology"  as  referring 

only to process know-how.    We shall   talk   of it as "the 

mode  of management  of health care needs  of the country". 

Technology,   in this sense will refer to mode of manufacturing, 

marketing and financing. 

This  paper discusses the kind of technology would 

be appropriate to Drug Industry in Developing Countries. 
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2.      lhi'i.ii.HjCj.'.i.^M 

Health is  one of  the ba. ic needs  of all living 

bfcings.     From the ages  of alchemists  and  crude  surgeons, 

medical  science hes  develólo  and  is  to-day one of the  ni]].ars 

of modern  civilization.     Ever since  it  was discovered    that 

certain chemicals  administered  in a  certain fashion can 

lesson or completely cure  diseases,   a specialised sector of 

chemical industry has  come to exist«    This sector,  which has 

aire, oy attained the status  of an  industry is  the drugs  and 

pharmaceutical  industry. 

aince  the human body is  very sensitive to foreign 

particles,   the chemical used and the amount  thereof and the 

form in which it  is taken have to be very carefully determined, 

it  iias  very strict specifications.     Since the remedies  have to 

have some bio-logical action,  most  drugs have complex structures 

and  stero-specific action.    Hence the complexity of industry 

itself. 

Industrialisation and allopathy came rather late to 

what  have come to be known as developing countries.    Hence the 

drugs and pharmaceutical industry also lagged behind  (in these 

countries)   that   in the developed world.    Nevertheless,  the D&P 

industry In developing countries has mede commendable progress. 

This paper is meant to be a basis for discussion at 

this UKiDO conference on Appropriate Technology for developing 

countries.    This conference would take stock of the status of 

the l** industry in the developing world,  and,  since the 

technology being used in the developed world is not necessarily 
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the most  suited  for every coun ry,   suggest  what kind  of 

technology would be most  ap capriate  for  a  developing 

country. 

The word  "Technology",   in this  pa;er has  a broadef 

sense and  covers all  aspects  of business. 

It   is   presented  in ten  sections.     This presents the 

status  of the  industry in the developing world.     It discu. ses 

vari  us aspects of this industry briefly.     It  presents  the 

trend;,   in this   industry today,   and  identifies the shortfalls 

of  this  industry in developing countries.     A brief writ.-up 

on the  processes used  for different broad  categories   of drugs 

forms  part  of  the pa Ter.    This  part will  enable better 

a•>, reciation of the appropriate technology suggested  for the 

developing countries.    T.ie question of distribution of drugs 

has  also been touched upon.    The constraints patent  protec- 

tions given to drugs  or orocesses   impose, on development  of 

pharmaceutical  industry has also oeen discussed«    The policy 

back up the govts,  of the develop countries  should provide to 

this  industry have been elaborated.    Finally,   suggestions on 

the ap ropriate technology which could be employed by the 

developing countries have also been made» 

3*   Section I 

3.1 World trends in health management 
And human welfare  

With the progress of human knowledge and development 

of technological skills,  the basic principles of health 

management have un ergone rapid changes in the twentieth 

«entury. 
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Barely a   century ag ~>,   he a 1th  ~are \;es  synonymous with 

apothecaries,   alene.lists  ònd  su.oe tiä   of deufatlul    mowleòne. 

i'he   ancient   civilizati mL had   'unir  '-rod   ti  nnl  systems    >f 

health  care   opeiative  ewer generations   .    However,       v/jth the 

continuous discovery of  new .icuicines,  cirootcr  inG.ghto   irto 

the     workin.    of the   hui ian bou y  and   aovent   of  electronic 

ecuipuent,   inoeern  health cure   orac   iceü   aru    constantly 

oeing   improved for the benefit   of humanity. 

In the   first   naif of the twentieth century,   the major 

emphasis of  health care  was  on  proven  ion  and  cure  of 

diseases  and   jody disorders.     The discovery of a  large 

number  of anti-microrganism drugs  haj   certainly benefited 

mankind  in the control and cure  of diseases caused bv 

microprganisms  infecting  the human body,     ^his has primarily 

resulte<    in increased  life expectancy  for all those who heve 

access  to modern health care facilities.     The develoned 

countries  have reached a  stage wherein alanst  the entire 

population  is  sup orted by appropriate  health c re systems 

consisting  of  trained  doctors,  well ecuip ed hospitals  and 

ready availability of appropriate drugs.    Developing countries 

have yet to reach this stage,    A few developing  countries  have 

low cost traditional systems of medicine that  are able to 

cover some of the disorders and diseases.    However most of 

these traditional systems  fail to counter infections caused 

by microorganisms in the human body as effectively as some of 

the modern remedies. 

With a sufficient hold over microorganism caused 

diseases,  newer discoveries were in the direction of regulation 

of malfunctions in the operation of the human body,   for 

instance,   anti-diabetic drugs.     Another hallmark was the 
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advent   o i;   i ht     >r.>l  ^-n'racp itive  to  control  hurmn 

rcriroducti   n. 

With  "'nsúnt   newer    i ;ipj uvernent s  in   'he direction of 

bett. r  control  uve     mirri jorg^nii-irn  -uiií.cd     isoascj   and   o-.>c¡y 

malfunctions  the-   advent   o¿ psythotropic        medicino:'   began  in 

the e òri y   1)60  and   have  r- ached   a     fairly reasonable stage 

o.,   advancement   u¿   compared  t; their  furerunnera-pain 

killers. 

The  advent   of vaccinations  and  i.muinizations as  a 

preventive avainst  diseases   is a buon to the generations of 

the  20th century.     Right  at   the  infancy stace vaccinations 

aça'HGt  major killer disease.'   are adminirtered,   thus directly 

increasing   Mie   life expectancy.     However,   the  fiele  of 

development  of  preventives  against  all  the common diseases   is 

still   open.     This   is  an area where future developments  in 

mer,ic  ne  are  likely to be seen.     A  list   of  seme predicted 

developments  in medicines  as   foreseen by certain  futurologists 
iB   given in Anne: ure  I. 

The table below give:   the percentage of consumption of 

antibiotics  to the  total drug consumption for certain 

developed countries   t 

*  11974) 

Japan 
Germany 
France 
Italy 
Spain 
U K 

12.7 
22.6 
8.8 
8.4 

11.2 
27.2 
14.7 

(Source  i SCxtlf Magazine) 
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..s  against   :.he  above,   the   figure  for In   ia  is between 

2O-301,:. survey of   e:: enditurf   on druq.^ b-    G   ovt.   ;:-5nitals 

in  ^ncia  r veals that upto   50 > uf  tue  t >t;i 1 ex rndi'.urp  on 

drugs  is  s;jent   on antimi, t ics  and  anit-infect ive drugs. 

In  most  developing  c./antne. ,   tiie   thrust   of   neulth care 

is   primarily on the  trenti lunt  of   , nfecti ns  cvur-eo  by micro- 

organisms,  \/hile in  tue doveloi»,   countries,   <.:hc emphasis   is 

more  towards   other categories of   drugis   relating to   loss 

moderate  aifictionc   on the   h. mm  race,   for ins   pnce  carriiovas- 

culars,   psychotropic;,  etc.     Developing  cmntrie¡j  h-ve yet  to 

reach a stage whereby micro-organism  infection;;  are well  unoer 

treatment  and  they would  afford  tlie necessary  priority to be 

given to  other avenue:    in health  care. 

3.2        Health care areas in developing countries and  the 
rPle   Qf  druns  &   Pharma cent, i •\a   in  Hfta^th care. 

According to information available  from  participating 

developing countries  in a UNiUO consultation meeting  on the 

pharmaceutical indas try held at  Lucknow in   April-May 1976 

the  following disease condit.ons  ap ear to be  the most 

prevailent  in these countries  (including india).    Though the 

list   is  not  exhaustive,   it   is indicative      of the  specific 

areas of health care    requiring   attention in developing 

countries. 

1. Tuberculosis 
2. Gastroenteriti* 
3. Diahorrea and dysentry 

t 4. Anemia and malnutrition 
5. Other helminth infections 
6. Respiratory infections 
7. Ascariasis 
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8. Filariasis  and linlaria 
9. Typhoid  rnti  Taratynnoid 

10. Yaws 
11. Conjunct:ivitis  and trachona 
12. schistosomiasis 
13. Cancer 
14. Venereal uisevises 
15. Viral infect i ins 
16. Cardiovascular  diseases 
17. Diabetes 
18. Nerv >us -.ystam  disorders 
19. Tetanus 
20. acabies 
21. Congevital disorders 
22. Poliomyelitis 
23. Meaales 
24. ./hooping  cough 

m"iie  health cire : ystem in  any country has to be 

relate.i to the prevailing  disease oattern and the 

particular socio-economic  considerations,  which,   to some 

e.\t-ent,   will  vary from country to country. 

".Vhile the structure  of support   services   li ;e medical 

personnel,   health centres and hospital and the requisite 

staff  and et-uipnunt  should relate to the quantum and the 

pattern of prevailing disease areas as indentified above, 

the drugs ¿«pharmaceutical industry should be geared to 

perform the  function of delivering the appropriate drugs 

to the  ailing masses. 

One of the first steps is to identify the priority 

or essential drugs  that are re-quired  for meeting most of 

the prevailing diseases.     Por instance,   from the pattern 

of diseases  for most developing  countries as shown above, 

it is  possible to draw out a complimentary list of drugs 

required cure the same. 
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It   is necessary to draw up  the list  of essential drugs 

in cooperation with the industry,   public  nealth services  and 

the ¡.edical pr  fe^ion.    The best  drugs  needed  for a 

¡.orticulf.r treatment may not  necessarily be  che«--.) ?.nd  in 

many cases the  choice of the drug may have to be directed by 

the economic  situtation of the  country.     For example,  while 

the best  drug   for the treatment   of  leprosy today is Rifampicin, 

t.A- cost   of  the drug would  prohibitive for a  developing 

country - over Rs.   2,500 per year patient.    The older drug 

Dapsone vo¡ld   cost   only Bs.   10-15.     Similarly,   for tue 

tri atrient  of   isoniazid and thiacetazone  or PA¿>  and the much 

more expensive  isoni*zid  plus streptomycin,   and the  choice 

cor treatment   is  obvious. 

While identifying essential  drugs,   it has  to be borne 

in mind   thnt   reasonably good drugs  for most   of major disease 

conditions are available and many of the newely introduced 

drugs  have either no additional  advantage or  at the most 

only a marginal one over existing drugs.     In  fact,   if one 

surveys   the recent  additions,  one would  find that every year 

harcly one or two really better drugs emerge,   others  have 

been introduced for considerations other than their efficacy, 

such as  their patentiaBility,  greater profit  margin.    There- 

fore,  while drawing  up a list  of   essential drugs their 

superiority over known drugs should be carefully assessed, 

along with factors such as  cost,   patent  position and the 

availability of the technology.     It is a well-kncwn ftct that 

multi-national corporations tend to introduce  new products 

with only marginal differences merely because  the patent of 

odiar drugs with similar activity hos expired and they would 

like to drugs   for which they have  a monopoly,, 
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A list   of  essential drugs  identified  recently by a 

commi  tee  appointed by the Government   of India is  given  as 

an illustration.     (Annexure il).    A number of variations of 

drugs included in this  list have been introduced  recently 

but with practically no major advantage over  the 

listed drugs.     If,  therefore,   India  could  produce  the.,e 

drugs  in sufficient cuantito,   most  of  the  recuirement  of the 

country would be met.     With the addition of  another 8-10 

druyi> to thii   list,  some  of the disease conditions which are 

prevalent  is  most  of the developing  countries would   rjlso be 

covered.    There will be practically no problem with patents. 

The world Health Organization also has recently drawn 

up a  list  of essential drugs  relèvent  to disease  Tjâtterns in 

developing   countries   (Anne;cure-i: I) . 

3»3        Gaps  in demand  for drugs & pharnaceuticals 
in developing countries.  

With the technological levels  of  sophistication in the 

production of drugs and pharmaceuticals,  most of the developing 

countries are  trailing  far behind  in gearing up indegenous 

production to meet the demand.     It may be pertiene  t to 

mention t.iat while the majority of the world's population 

lives  in the developing countries,   the developed countries 

account for 88?4 of the world  production and  35/4 of the world 

consumption of pharmaceuticals,  which  leaves only 1554 of the 

world  production for the developing countries.    The developing 

countries account  for the balance 12* of the world's production. 

The imports fron developed countries to developing countries 

varies from country to country.    For  instance,  India imported 

• 
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ns.   470 mil Dion worth pharm.-coût i rais  in  1976-77  as 

against   a   total consumi .ti on of ta.   70uo million, brinoirxj 

the  ;«Tcentage of  importi    (by value)   to total consumption 

to ^b   ut   7,i.     This   is because  India has   a well established 

pharm., ceutiojIs  Industry to meet   its  present  requirements 

for the  coverage of health services  es   established. 

Nuvei the less,   these  health se. vices are  eccessable by 

barely  20-25« of the  population,  while  the vast majority 

of 75-80« do without  drugs.    Even the cuality of health 

services  coverage to the  small proportion of the population 

n India  is  hardly comparable to that   in any develop 

country. 

Figure:--   of approximate percentage  of imports to total 

consumption of pharmaceuticals by value  for certain 

developing  countries  is given below i 

Country 

Turkey 

Tanzania 

Zanzibar 

Bgypt 

Philippines 

Pakistan 

Mexico 

Liberia 

Nigeria 

Algeria 

Approximate % imports to total 
i^fif. consumption   (bv vaJ,ue)  

1974 0.8 

1976 almost   100)6 

1976 85%  (by quantity) 

1975 16% 

1973 2% 

1976 40% 

1974 6% 

1976 100% 

1976 70% 

1975 67% 

(Source  t  Country status papers preaented at 
the UNIDO conference on pharmaceutical 
Technology at Lucknow in   1976) 
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,/hile the above  figures are indicative  of  order of 

magnitude  of  reliance on imports,   it   is cuite evident that 

except   for a  few countries   (like india,  Mexico,   PhiTipines, 

Turkey,   etc.)   most   of  the developing  countries  rely ¿mb- 

stcntially on  imports  to meet  their  requirements. 

The  g¿3p in ùemund  for pharmaceuticals   in developing 

countries  can be  considered  as  two  levels  « 

Level   (1) Demand  for  pharmaceuticals governed bj  health 
care  facilitici   in existance. 

Level   (2) Demand  for pharmaceuticals   for the entire 
population to control the major diseases. 

«achievement  of Level   (2)   demand  requires great efforts 

and   substantial  investment   in health care   facilities which 

most  developing countries can scarcely afford.    Thus, the 

difference between level   (1)  and level  (2)   is  the demand 

for the  "have not"   the  people who have to do without basic 

health care  and medical treatment for common diseases.    This 

difference is alarmingly large in developing countries,  for 

instance,   as  pointed out earlier,  the  level   (l)  demand is 

India  cocers barely 20-2556 of the population. 

H owever,  even for  level  (1)  demand,  which caters to a 

small  fragment  of the population  (the "haves"),  most developing 

countries  rely substantially on imports  to meet the gap in 

demand since domestic production is scanty.     Även those 

countries who produce some of their requirements mainly 

formulate  imported bulk drugs - they are still far «way from 

manufacturing  the drugs themselves.     However,  for manufacturer 

of basic drugs,  a developing country needs  a sound industrial 

infrastructure and research facilities suppling raw materials. 
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technical kilDs,   r.iacniru ry,  etc.   ano   fchir.     ve,.-.]l 

development   ->£  the   phön.i.iceut i~al  inou.stry  in   .ny  country 

is   elusory   ] J n,,er]   to the   level of  over:]]   ir iu: trini 

development.     However  there  i:,   :,t'J]   n     (-cri:1   c;v e   f r 

develop nr   t-untrie     tu  / omul.-.te »u~.t     ^   •-. n- -;r  rocuirc- 

r.ient:   after  i..urtinr    the bulk drugs   thu     oCv irvr  v   hie 

(and  cimulon-. u. ly  ocivinc,   fir  ion exchange)   . n;   -rc\ t nc 

nicleii  for f-.rthcr  develcprmnt of the   ino:-.: '-!••    *-   .-.  ].;-or 

starre.    rihe  '>nly a eve 1" ping countries  r:i.-T:U'cr,-.r  n<~  ,-lrrst 

all  their bulk druqs   ?nu   interme, icte.    r.nd  having   - n-]ete 

facilities  for research  . ,nd development  are  -nil ici   :nd 

Mexico,  with barely  o   few other countries c.l   sely following. 

i/hc.t  is more  alarming  it;  that naa»  almost  nil devel i.irg 

countries are ouite   far   from  jcing  >v   le to fulfil  their 

level   (2)  demand.     However,  a single  pronged  strategy for 

covering the entire   population with basic health care wil] 

not  alone suffice   - the need for all  round development and 

raising the living  conditions of the population above the 

poverty line  itr  more  important,   since   the perflation not 

OBvered by basic health  care and medical facilities  face 

shortage of the basic necessities  - food,  clothing and 

shelter - also. 

3«4         International trade in drugs 
&  pharmaceuticals  

By the very nature of the commodity being high value 

low volume items,   transportation cost  offers no barriers 

in trade of pharmaceuticals.    The developed countries trade 

their pharmaceutical products freely,   since they are accorded 

the necessary importance being  life saving in nature.    As 

mentioned earlier,   the developing countries   import   3% of the 
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3.1) 

;>r   •  uctiwn  •>..    .rv.1  • ¡er   ---niptrie'        "   -.inv.   •- iii.v-ii.fc..        ...»ugh     .lese   imports 

^    -•   -,.,. r  ir.ict, ,n  ••£   ,-hcit   <:he developeö  countries 

*~   u:,,      uey amount    to  ...,out   20,-i of  the  cum u.nti Jn  of 

deve I,,xn,  cun.rxe,.     ~hu;   develop  countries  constitute 

a  very   î5l.u-.ll market   .or the devel.  er  countries. 

Vhe   Incoen experience   in    develjonent 
2Í   t »fc Pivìrmaceut inai   i pdustry.  

It   ir   mid down in the constitua  n    f  ind.Q that 

"The   ¿tote s,«l3   regard the  level of nutrition and  „andard 

of   lirving  of  itr    ^nle  and  in^vement   of  public  health 

at.   ûronr   ¿:-:    ;>rii;;ry duty". 

Ourxnc the  -*rx.d   lu^euxatoly  oreceeding Indeoendence 

in   1947,   henr:h Wre  and  pharrnnceutx ^,1  industry develo^nt 

diu   not   get  adec ,ate  important    ince  the  problems  of 

con.    liciotion  *  tne  nation were preying. 

-i-wever oegxmang  from the on ,et  of the First Pive 

Year   W.,n  in 1951,   health has been gxven consierable 

priority  in order to fulfil  the objective,   of  the Directive 

principle.-:   of the  state  policy. 

:. begxnnxng was made   in the production of medicxnes 

by starting Cinchona plantations in the states  of Bengal 

and .adres   xn the early 20th century  (presently West Bencal 

and T   mil  Nadu).     Factories  were set  up in the vicinity for 

the e; ctr-ction and  purification of cuinine.     under the 

guidance  of vxsionary stalwart,   me Acharya P.C.    Ray, 

*.K.   Gajiar and d.~. Amin,   the indigenous  pharmaceutical 

industry began to take shape during the first world war 

Period.     Remarkable success was attained in the manufacture 

of sera   and  vaccines.    During the second world war,   the 

locnl   industry made further progrès by producing a number 

ê 
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of   other   promets  Zr^rn  lon-.lly avaJcjic   rav   iberia ]n. 

simultan  urly,   formulation act.v. -ie.   V_TV   ? i.J-'orr   ]v- 

incrcasinc,   ^s ,6   _n  xi.i:o.to.   oulk druc;.- .       'he  ,H;   ->•     rr-, 

of  the  chcaa-ul   industry in -naie, aluo  c r.strnirx-d   -...-_   r 

cjr-v/th 01   the  pnariuûce.it acal  mu, try. 

In  the eoily  1950  variou:    f : i-.,i,,n c->¡..    r.ic.    bencn 

to set  up affiliateü/oub-üiüiarxe.    in -noie.     .. „ «,    ,f  h,era 

set  up ftemtie.    for  ..u n.iir.etar,-   of   JUlk druc^ v^.v   , :. : t 

^    •:.« were engarec:   in fr rwuloti -n  octiviticj    >   :,tj¿     n 

importée   bulk drug. .     -¡,e er.try  ./   -;1r ..   :t,r ,    : 

hat   offered  stiff  ,-nci healthy competi!:,   n to bne   l.,CR] 

industry.     The Govt,   of   inuia   set   Up (,;0   lar^   ^^ 

sect-or unit,-Hinc   .ton .oitioi  tics   It:,.   in   1054  :r•   ini-iir„ 

Drugs    f<  Pharmaceutics  ltd.   in  1361  for the    ^ni-acture 

of bulk f.yrthotic druçrs/antib.otics   and  ^heir r--rrr,ul-ion0 

and  surgi-al instr.r ¡onte. 

Thuü.   tlur^urrh a  ccurse  of  r,.,i(J  qrowth the  phama_ 

ceuticcl industry in India is well  e^. oiis.^   •  ¿ay. 

It   now produces  a  vade  ranee  of drug«  includine    large 

n nber sophisticated  antibiotici,   vitamin,,   hormones  ?nd 

synthetic drug*  and has  developed a wide  ranging 

capability and  proau-tion tm bulk drugs  and  formul. tions. 

From a total production of fc.   100 million in 1948,   the 

Indian Pharmaceutical  Industry has  produced Rs.   I50u million 

worth bulk drugs and Rs.   7000 million worth formulations 

in  1976-77.     Imports  of bulk drug:   in this  year vere 

Rs.  470 million. 

Tb. break up of production of bulk drug, and  formula- 

tions by various  sectors  of the  industry in  1976-77   ¿ß 

as  follows   t 
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JrUblic   sc ,J-: Jr 

-^jri-'ijn o(.'CJ<: ->r   (Foreign 
c- .._!.^   ccccding  40.Ì) 

-UKij.n  sector   (including 
siaa.11 . c-.lo scc'.úr) 

(?3, million) 

3 ulk Formulations 

480 470 

630 2920 

390 3610 

1500 „ 7000 

'he. e arc   Jver 2500  drug uni*-:,  in  In: in   of which 128 

are  in ^he   >r~ .nidori sector  including  45 c >i.i  .nies   ..ith 

,'.rci.n et uity c::ccc(-inn  40/.. 

«ith "he rapid  growth in dei-.and and at'empt.3 by India 

tu ci.ve   &   ..idcr coverage   of o,i:.ic health services,    it  is 

foreseen th-t  the  pharmaceutical  industry in   India   is on 

the thresh.Id  for  rapid growth.     The Govt,  of  india are 

tentatively plnn^nci for  a   production  level  of lis.   5,500 

million worth of bulk drugs and Iô.  19,000 million worth 

of formulations  in  1982-83.    To achieve this  target   (which 

only  increase the  coverage to the population 

marginally),      the  pharmaceutical   industry will  have to 

increase to more tnnn double itt  present size   in barely 

five years. 
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floa»  Predicted Dmg  gey fî 1ft gent ¡j of the fti%rp 

Natur«  of Development Source of Production and 
Predicted Appoximate Date 
of Development   

I*    Greater flBDhaala on prevention and mrfì 

a)     ^ti^mlero-orgaplgM 

New generation of antibacterial 

Imaunlslng against bacterial 
and viral diseases 

New, more effective antifungal 
agents 

Prevention or care of autolnnune 
diseases 

b) 

Prevention or cure of 
dental carlea 

1980 CTee ling-Smith) 

1990 (Teeling Smith) 
1980 (Gabor) 
1978 (McGraw-Hill) 

1988 (Bender) 

1988 (Bender) 

1993 (Bender) 

»Ifurf^finj   In hodv ahemlitry 

Prevention or cure of hypertension   1982    (Bender, 
1980 (Tee ling-Smith) 

Prevention or cure of skeletal 
•use le spasm 

Prevention or cure of thrombosis 

Prevention or cure of obesity 

Prevention or cure of avethau 

Cure of depression 

Canoer cures 

ISBsnnlaation against radiation 

1988 (Bender) 

1983 (Bender) 

1988 (BanderI 
1977 (Mo Grav Hill) 
3000 (Kahn-Vlener) 

1987 (Bender) 
1980 (Teeling Saith) 

1988 (Bender) 

1990 (Gabor) 

1986 (Mo Grav-Hill) 

contd. 
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Control of neurological 
disorders 

Control of most allergic 
conditions 

Cure Mental illness 

Prevention or cure of oedema 

II.     Control on rfprnfluctjon 

Male contraceptive 

Cheap convenient, reliable 
contraceptive 

III.    Increased manipulation of Mntl 

Drugs to improve learning 

Prevention or cure of drug 
dependence or addiction 

Drugs to permanently raise 
Intelligence 

Controlled relaxation 
and sleep 

Control of senility 

proving analytical ability 

Control of aging process 

General Control of 
Peychobiological states 

Prolong ohllhood and 
(shorten) adolescence 

Reduce need for sleep 

Safe short-acting intoxicant« 

Seguíate sexual responses 

Mediate nutrition, met abo li am 
end physical growth 

Increase or decrease reactivity 

1990 (Tee ling - Smith) 

1980 (Tee ling - Smith) 

1980 (Mc Graw-Hlll) 

1982 (Bender) 

1983  (Bender) 
1975 (Teellng - Smith) 

2000  (Kahn-Wiener) 
1975  CTeellng - Smith) 

il procesa»« 

1980  (Gabor), 1978(Me Grow - 
mu 

1990 (Teeling-Smith) 

1988  (Bender) 

2020  (Garbor), 
1990  (Mc Grav - Hill) 

1980  (Mc G raw - Hill) 
2000 (Kahn - Wiener) 

1985  (Mc Graw - Hill) 

1985  (Mc Graw - Hill) 

1990 (Mc G raw - Hill) 
1990  (Teellng - Smith) 

2000  (Kahn - Vlener) 

2000 or earlier (Evans-Kline) 

a 

m 

m 

ti 

H 

coatd. 
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Prolong or shorten momopy 

Provoke or relieve guilt 

Foster or terlnlnate mothering 
behavior 

Shorten ox extend experienced time 

Create    conditions of 
"Jaiaals Vu" or   "Deja Vu" 

Deeper awarencess of beauty 
and sense of awe 

200 or earlier (Bvans-Kline) 
N 

n 

N 

1. 

2. 

3. 

5. 
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LIST OF ESSENTIAL DRUGS 

TaDlets and Capsules (Granules included) 

1. Cap. Chloramphenicol 250 mg. 
2. Cap. Tetracycline Hydrochloride 250 mg. 
3. Tab. Iodochlorhydroxy Quinoline 0.5 gm. 
4. Tab. Nitrofurantoin 
5. Tab. Chlorpheniramine 
6. Tab. ferrous Sulphate 
7. Tab. Folic Acid 
8. Tab. Digoxine 
'). Tab. Aspirin 
10. Tab. Phenobarbitone 
11. Tab. Chlorpromazine 
12. Tab. Hexa Vitamin (N.F.I.) 
13. Tab. Predinisalone 
14. Tab. Vitamin B. Complex 
15. Tab. Vitamin C 
16. Tab. Sulphadimidine 
17. Tab. Metronidazole 
lb. Tab. Hydrochlorothiazide 
19. Tab.  Reserpine 
20. Tab.  Glyceryltrinitrate 
21. Tab.  Analgin 
22. Tab.  Antacid  (B.N.F.) 
23. Tab.  Piperazine  (Syrup Piperazine) 
24. Tab. Tetrachlorethylene 
25. Tab. Tclhutamide 
26. Tab. Thiacetazone & Isoniazid (each tablet to contain 

Thiacotetazone  37.5 mg BPC & Isoniazid 75 mg IP) 
27. PAS granules 
26. Tab.  I.N.H. 
29. Tab. Dapsone  (50 mg) 
30. Tab.  Chloroquine Sulphate 0.2 gm (or Tab.   Chloroquine 

Phosphate 0.25 gm IP) 
31. Tab. Primaquine Diphosphate  (2.5 gm.   of Primaquine Base) 
32. Tab. Diethylcarbamazine Citrate (50  mg) 
33. Tab.  Anti-asthematic  (containing ephedrine Hcl.  50 mg. 

Theophylline 65 mg and Phenobarbitone  30 mg) 
34. Tablets containing alkaloids of Ergot  equivalent to 0.4 mg 

of total  alkaloids orgotoxin. 
35. Capsules of Vitamin A 6000 units and Calciferol 100 Units. 
36. Tab. Vitamin A 
37. Tab. Vitamin D 
38. Tab.  Kilk of Magnesia 
39. Oral Contraceptive  (approved by Family Planning Department) 
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Injection« 

1. Injection Penicillin 
2. Inj. Streptomycin 
3. Inj. Emetine Hydrochloride 
4. Inj.  Atropine 
5. Inj.  Adrenaline 
6. Inj. Nor-Adrenaline 
7. Inj. Dextrose Saline 
8. Inj, Furosemide 
9. Inj. Morphine Sulphate 
10. Inj.  Pethidine 
11. Inj. Paraldehyde 
12. Inj. Prednisolone 
IB. Inj.  Anti-Tetanus Serum 
14. Inj. Methyl Ergometri*! 
15. Inj.    Chlorpheniramine Meleate 
16. Inj. Fortified Benzyl Penicillin PP (Procaine Benzyl) 

Penicillin 3,00,000 units. Benzyl Penicillin 1,00.000 
Units;. '    ' 

17. Inj. Aminophy 11 ine/0.5 gm/2ml. 
18. Inj.  Oxytocin (Oxytocin 5 i.u./ml) 
19. Inj. Chlorpromazine 
20. Antivenom Serum (Polyvalent) 
21. Rehydration fluid (for treatment of cholera cases) 
22. Glucose Ampoule containing dextross 25<) 
23. Distilled Water  (25cc ampoule) 
24. Inj.  Phenobarbitone Sodium (200 mg/ml) 
25. Inj. Mepheteramine 
26. Diphtheria-Pertussis-Tetanus Vaccine 
27. Inj. Totanus toxoid 
28. Inj. Diphtheria Toxoid 
29. Inj.  Anti-Diphtheria Serum 
30. Oral Polio Vaccine 
31. Inj.  Insulin Plain (40 units per ml) 
32. Inj. Sodium Pentathol 
33. Inj. Succinyl Choline 
34. Inj. Xylocaine* 

dío^eíStr8 (Syrup» 0lntnien*s, »atures, eye drops, ear 

1. Sulphacetamide Eyer Drop« 
2. Homatropine Bye Drops 
3. Esserlne Sulfate eye drops 
4. Benzyl B-enzoate Emulsion 
5. Acid Carbolic 
6. Lysol 
7. Tr. Iodine 
8. Syrup Piperai ine 
io Sîî^-^K?1"1? (Combination of Phenobarb & Belladona«) 
10. Chloramphenical suspension (125 Mi/ml) 
11. Syrup Paracetamol (i25 mg In 5 ml) 
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12.      Tetracycline tydrochlorlde Ointment 1% in sterile ointment base /-***» oiAxe 
13#      nrn£? M^'e/or infants (5 ml contains Dill oil BPC 

2ï22hnïH ?°n1UnoïÎCaî^nate  I-P-°- °-005 6ffl dehydrated alcohol I.P.O. 0248 ml(Syrup & Preservative). 
14.      Syrup Noscapine 
1S-   «Sî^îShSi^SÎ.W acld 6 eî "Uvu'acld 

if:  KteSïïnar1""1* (0,î* ln no»-«*"y <>**-»* tu» 
18. Potassium Permanganate 5g packets 
19. Diethyl Ether (anaesthetic) 
20. Cetrimide Lotion 
21. Iodine Solution (Claudium Solution) for sterllizinc 

raw catgut, loops and loop introducers  (Iodinel le    Pot 
i?dide 1*5 it Distilled Water  to produce 100 ml) *' 

22. Plaster of Paris Bandages. 
23. Adhesive Plaster 
24. Ethyl Chloride (100 ml spray) 

25.        Boric Acid-Alcohol^Glycerol drops   (Boric Acid 1.5* 

26. Bleaching Powder 
27. Phenyle 
23.       Epsom Salt 
29. Krushen's  Salt (Each gram contains Sod. Sulphate Exsic 

20 mg.    Sod. chloride IO mg..  Pot.  chloride IO mg, 
Potassium Sulphate 55 mg., Citric Acid 45 mg., 
magnesium sulphate excis.J ' 

30. Ointment containing Resublimed  Iodine 4Jf, Mehyl Salicylate 

31. Ointment containingi Oil Eucalyptus 8*. Oil clove 1*. 
Camphor 5*, fcenthol 3*, Thymol 2%, Hetnyl Salicylate 5*. 
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thloacetazone 

nystatin 
grlaeofulvin 

II 

MHO'a recomendad Eflfi9n^1fil Drug  »«* 

I    t    availability at Primary Health 
Centres 

II i Availability of Secondary Level 
having more sophisticated diag- 
nostic facilities. 

Analgesic, antipyrestlc, antj-inflammatory, uricosuric 

acetylsalicyclic acid T 
paracetamol Í 
phenylbutazone fT 
Indomethacin it 
allopurinol jj 

lpt1-Infecting atenta 

aminoglycosides 
gentamicin or 
kan amy ein TT 
penicillin«! X1 

Benzylpenicillin  (Penicillin 0) i 
benzylpenicillin in oil T 
benzathine benzylpenicillin T 
procaine benzylpenicillin T 
anpicillin t» 

Chloramphenicol T 
erythromycin ¿T 
Tetracycline i * 
tetracycline or T 
doxy cy cline iT 
Sulfonamides i 
Sulfamethoxypyridazine T 
trimethoprim - sulfamethoxazole il 
Su If alene i 
Sulfadoxine I 

JQtltuherculo»» «jyfflnt| 

itoniazide T 
streptomycin i 
r if amp i ein zr 
•thambutol " 
Pjra-aalnosalicyclic acid f 

I 

II 
I 

v. 
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mebendazole 
piperazine 
pyramtolpamoate 

I 
I 
I 

diet hylcarbamaz ine 
suramin 

üalarjA 

Chloroqu ine 
pyrimethamine 
primaquine 
quinine 

tagrjtfx. 

dapsone 

I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
II 

I 

emetine 
metronidazole 
clioquinol 

I 
I 
I 

Hemostasia 
aminocaprole acid 
heparin 
protamine 
Phytomenadione   (vi tan in K) 
Aiaemia t 
iron preparation (ferrous sulfate) 
folic acid 

Cftrfllpyaiailar «vitf 

II 
II 
II 
I 

I 
I 

ait lang i ani i 
glyceryl trinitrate (nitroglycerin) I 
antiarrhythmic  i 
lido cal ne II 
procainamide II 
Phenytoin II 
antihypertensive a/diuretici  t 
methyldopa II 
reserplne II 
hydrochlorothiazide I 
furosemide I 
&-blookers i 
propranolol II 
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CiRDIJC GLYCOSIDE  « 

digoxin I 
digitoxin I 

Central narvona   *v*%m 

Aiti consuls ant s 
Carbamazepin u 
diazepam I 
phénobarbital I 
Phenytoin I 

ethosuximide u 
antidepressants and neuroleptics t 
Tricyclic antidepressants 
(amitriptyline) II 
Phenethiaz Ines   (chlorpromazlne) I 
Butyrophenones  (haloperidol) II 

antiparkinsonian agents  t 
levodopa+de car boxy lase inhibitors II 

Hormones and hormone-Ilk« anh«.^^ 

Cartlcosteroids 
hydrocortisone n 
Srednisolone i 
bstetrics  and gynaecology  s 

oestrogen/progestogen 
and progestogen - preparations for 
contraceptive use 
oxytocin II 
erg ome trine I 

Others i 
one short-acting isulin II 
one intermediate isulin I 
one oral antidiabetic preparation 

of the sulfonylurea type (tolbutamide)      II 
levothyroxin H 

aminophylllne i 
ep her ine   (oral low dos«) I 
sulbutamol II 
orciprenaline n 
epinephrine I 
codeine I 

flohlatnimi tili 
n iridatole 
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Topical i 
*ìtt itfoctlOM | 
Ohio»au hon Icol X 
•nlfonauldto (aulf neetanldo) X 
totrneyclino X 
(ho if Vm   any prepariti-)!!« f->r L 
•nti-inflaonat^rj (oortlostorcld) 
and anaoothetlea i 
natroplm X 

pll corpino I 

acota» o 1-mido XX 

Narcotic aréleosles, druco roll tod to anaosthoiia, 

oorphlno X 
naloaoQO XX 
•Propino I 
«haroool* actif atoa X 
oodluB t'looulf at« X 
an tir nia X 
tabocuxirino IX 
muuuoV nino X 
thloponta XX 
ni trout ixiój» XX 
•thy lot!« -   X 
Udooftl» (too tOco » »tlarrhyttel«) X 
loopronallno II 

tetoaat toxoids 
dlphtoi lo»povtoMlt •tatantu Taoelnt 
âlphthorlo-totoHB vaccina 
raUti Tacciai 
BOO Taccino (lowol to bo dotaralaod) 

polloviraa Taodao 
aoallpox faccino 

l 6CBXP »0. m datad lift* Au». XtTfi 
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4« yaCIV^tM      il 

üevel-ijxnc cuuntrie.,   in their effort,  to  improve 

the  liv.ng standards   of their people  direct their attention 

to the   need  for providing  adecúate cuantjty of cunlity drugs 

to their  people.    B<      uch a service,   the health of   the 

population will be  sustained at  an ade< uate level.     A number 

of detel   . ing countries   have launched   public sector  health 

progrruor.-ie;? towards  this  end. 

The  population  pressures  in mo; t   countries  in  the 

developing world are  increasing and  this al: o nece sitates 

the development of drugs  and pharmaceutical industry,    ,/ith 

the ro:.id development   of  industry and   introduction  of alien 

cultural  patterns   sometimes, new diseases which were not 

experienced before are  also making  their ap earance,     -ome 

of the  disease-carrying  insetts,   have become re; istant to 

the ehemi  als  that  have been in use  and  there  is   thus  need 

for development of new chemicals:.     It   is stated that  Malaria, 

which,   at  one time was thought -to have  been eradicated,   has 

made a re-appearance and  the mosquitos  have 

developed  new strains  which are resistant to DOT.     similarly 

influenza  in various   forms  has been making its appearance 

periodically necessitating new strategies of attack. 

In  the light of growing population,  their growing 

expectations  in living  standards and  determination of  the 

governante in the developing countries  to increase   living 

standard,,  in their coun ries, there  is great need  for them 

to devote more and more attention to  the development   of 
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pharmaceutical   industry to make available to the   local 

po-,ul ,':i ,na  adet-ate o .antitie^ of  cuality drugs   at 

reai. natale  prices. 

,nhe discovery,   development,  lannuiacture end  marketing 

of   drugs   is  a   wry costly  prcce:.s.     These  costs   have been 

a rere: sinn  steadily.     The  cost  is   due to  'he fact   that   a 

large nui.ibor  of   ¡¡respective  com ounds ho ve to be  screer.ee] 

before G  MiK/le  drug  could be  identified  as having true 

c;-    erci.il  ;oot e nt 111. 

The  crurj   recuires   Lirge  amount   of e  périment at i on, 

ri: 1.   en the   laboratory se-, le,  runs at   the pilot   plant 

level,  test,    un  animal;.,  trials on  hum. n being. ,   satisfying 

the  proce.-ure;     Tuia 6o\/n    by  the drug,   and educating the 

market  in the  use of  the new drug.     All this takes a lot" of 

effort ¿»nii money.    Thi:   al. o takes   considerable  amount   of 

tine.    Before   a   drug  is discovered   in a   laboratory and 

successfully  introduced  in a market,   considerable time 

elapses.     The  drug air.o bar.   to compete against   drugs already 

existing  in  the  market  for  serving  the same purpose. 

Penicillin was   accidentally discovered by Dr.  Alexander 

Fleming in  1928-    But  it was   only just before the World 

War 11 in July,   1939 that  Ernst Chain and Hovard  Plorey 

began their first experimental work on Penicillin.    In case 
activity 

of  sulpha drugs   the time  lag between the discovery* of their/ 

commercialisation was  a  littèe shorter.    TfeVrtrAriSuf¿navlty °f 

drug liront os il was discovered by Domack inl933 and was  put 

in  to the market  in 1935.     It took another 5 years for the 

different  derivatives and sulpha drugs to come to the 

market.    Although with modern tool»  and facilities  available, 

the period could be shortened still  it is quite a   long and 
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c-stly  '.roce^s  to   intr.   ace any new drug   in'/..   ;-he ,itlrS;;t. 

there   i.s  al~o f<_st   obsolescence   in the drug i.ari^t. 

One of  the  constraints  of  develop, ieri   nrc-e  .,   in   ' ¡c 

devel- ;->incj  centric   is  the   1  c".z  of  ade   jn  e monetary 

reijuicc   .     .«. nui.ioer  of t,ie;e  countrie.    are  i    w interested 

in  increasing  the   jcsic  iiealth strn< <~.rd.-   uf their  norul-:.'-i   r.s, 

They  have no  adecúate r >r. ource.    for  < i   c< verinn  nev «Trug:;. 

However,   there  ic   a   desire  on their ^ait   tr>   JOC Tie v >ro  .-r.d 

more  self-reliant  and  alx>   devel  p r rug;    and  vIiarr,a-eut i-- Is 

which will meet  their need:;. 

4.2        MANUFACTURING   g^-.UxL.n.'i^ 

Some twenty-five years  ago,   very  li':i le of    i > ern 

drugs  were being  consumed in developing  countries,    ilany of 

these   countries   became       free and  the guvera .ents  of these 

countries became  aware of  the need to     ruvide hearth 

services  to their    people.    The modern met'vdj  of cure  oe- r>n 

to be acceptée und encjurnged.     Indian Govt,  mentioned  ity 

corrun.tment  to provide health services  to  ye  pie  in the 

constitution itself.     Before and  coon after  independence, 

these  countries «ere  primarily  importing  f< rmulations. 

Later bulk drug;   were imported and the  formulations were 

produced  indigenously.     Production of bulk drugs commenced 

after quite some time bee use the basic  infrastructure and 

educational facilities  (to provide eempetent technical 

peèple  to handle  complex processes)   had to be established 

first   of all. 

India,  which consumed Bs.   10  crore worth of modern 

drugs   in 1948 to day consumes  drugs,  worth about Rs.  710 

crores.     It   produces   Es.  70C  crores v^orth of  formulations 
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and fc.   150 cr; roo   worth of bulk drugL.     To day in^a  produces 

a  v  ry    /ide  ran<-<?   o-;  bulk drugrs   rançung   fr^rn ant ibi ot ics, 

Cit  nino   and ana Ige: ics  to antihypertensive:    and  harrnones. 

In  Inoia,   ,-uolic _>ectcr     nd k-rivate sector  are joth active 

in   ...i. .    lie Id.     in   '-he  private  sector,   multinational 

pharmaceutical com.-anici,   domine:-.e tlie  scene.     Two  majcr bulk 

drug   ;iüüucing  org. .nisation.   were set  up  in india   in the 

iiftie: ,   as  a  seliberntt   measure  to nut  the  country  on» a 

path  to ^elf  su-   iciency  in health :uo  lier .     The  strategy 

was  to  use  i:iv>-'! ted  technology  initially and then assimilate 

it  ¡mü   impr;ve upon  it;   the development  of new proce  ,~es 

for kriovn effective  drug o was   4.o be taken up at  the   . eond 

staqe • 

Now,     after two decades of setting up of these 

organisation,   India  can feel pr  ud  of   its  achievement.    The 

country has  not   only at'ained  confidence  to produce  drugs 

with  complex  prt-ce: L. es but  it  hos  al: o been able to  effect 

prore  s   improvements  and even to develop economical  processes 

for , ¡any known drugs. 

The quantum of  various bulk drugs   pr^ouced  in india  in 
of 

1977-78  is  given    on pa*es  32 and  33/this   chapter. 

Though the foregéáng refers to india,   it is true of many 

develo.-ing  countries.    Both consumption and production of 

mooern medicines  have consider.bly increased in every country. 

But,   even now,   there is  considerable time lag between 

the time . t which a drug is  introduced  in the western countries 

and the time at which it  is produced  in ^he developing world. 
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this   is because i-tficD is  very costly r.nd develomnry countries 

can not be  themselves  develop processes mich cire ce nemicai 

en ugh,  within a  chort  time.     It   i:    not:   asial to   -, nd a 

drug v/hich  is  obsolete  in the developed v.-rld   )eing  intr;-   uced 

by ncn.itacturers   in developing  count ri GL-  or   n  new nnd more 

effective drug.    There is   need  to rulure  t-hi^  tune  lac. 
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*r^uuct ^n.ijf__s_jne_L,i¿jur_ üruqs 

Tu ¿iectic n 21 

rt)     .¿... - J.C.'-W 

Accounting      ír-duction during 
Mûit  1977  ,7p  

1. 
2c 

3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 

Penicillin 
-unnici!* in (.• other sei li-synthetic 
Jrenic.llins 
Jtreitomycin 
vei:rcc; cline/^jcytotrac  cline 
Chloramphenicol  and esters 
-ryt iroi.iycin nnd  enters 

laiu »oo 

1. Hr.l'.>çjenc >:e<J  »-xyruin'^line: 
2. l'etroni cajole 
3. Diloxnrnide Furoate 

G J •»! i j ->Jx.tJ^   'J „CL» 

1. insulin 
2. Chlorpropamide 
3. ¡"¡thûintbutol 

1. 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 

^'•K>  and derivatives 

.•spirin 
Phenacetin 
Paracetamol 
Analain 
Amidopyrin 

1. x.U.A. 
2. PAS & ¿>ales 
3. Thiacetazone 

G)   i»M<tU»T.-juiCb 

1. Procaine 
2. Xylocaine 

Tonnes 7.5 
Toni.es 256 
Tonnes 225 
monnes 200 
'"cnneg 22 

"onnes 250 
Tonnes 31 
Tonnes 6.5 

I-.U. 1050 
r,1onnes 15 

Ton: es 30 

Ton: es 18 

Tonnes 
Tonnes 
Tonnes 
Tonnes 
Tonnes 

1150 
200 
250 
500 

55 
(Consumption) 

Tonnes 
Tonnes 
Tonnes 

125 
650 

30 

Ton es 
Tonnes 

100 
10 

'Consumption) 
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H) 44Nrii-i.*I*»tti.,liLS 

1. Chlor oc urne 
2. «mcdiaquin 

1. Phenylbutazone 
2. Oxyphenbutazone 

1. ^ulphadiazine 
2. ¿¿ulphadimidine 
3. Phthalylmphathiazole 
4. Sulphaguanidine 
5. Sulphaphenazole 
6. Sulphacetamide ¿»odium 
7. Sulfamoxol 
8. Sulphasomidine 

L  ) Vl'IVtMNS 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 

Vitamin A   
Vitamin B12   (Cyano & hydroxycofalmine) Kgs 
"•**-—•*- C 

B 
B 

Vitamin D2 and D3 
Folic Acid 

Vitamin 
Vitamin Bl 
Vitamin B2 

Accounting Production during 
Unit 1977 - 78 

Tonnes 19.50 
Tonnes 16.70 

Xjaàim. 45 
Tonnes (Consumption) 
Tonnes 40 

(Consumption) 

Tonnes 100 
Tonnes 500 
Tonnes 55 
Tonnes 200 

Tonnes 115 
Tonnes 75 
Tonnes 82 
Tonnes 200 

MMU 65 
mine) Kgs. 190 

Tonnes 600 
Tonnes 36 
Tonnes 7 
Kgs. 100 
Tonnes 4.5 
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SECTIOS     III 

5« TECHflO-BCONOHIC PROFILED OF  SELECTE^ BBODuCT   GROUPS 

Bulk Drugs which are used  for preparing formulations 

the  final  form in which a patient takes the drugs - can be 

classified  into  antibiotics and   synthetic drugs.     The  former 

are living organisms capable of combating disease  imparting 

pathogens, whereas the letter are complex chemicals capable 

of curing diseases due  to  their influence on parte of  the 

human anatomy or the materiale in the cardio vascular  system 

and alimentary canal.    Because of the different in their 

nature,   the methods of production of antibiotics and that 

of  synthetic drugs also differ considerably.    In the few 

sections that follow,    the technologies generally used for 

the manufacture of antibiotics and  Synthetic Drugs are 

described.    Also»  the mode kf manufacture i of formulations 

has also been detailed. 

• 
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Antibiotics,  essentially special chemotherapeutic agents, 

are produced by special kinds of miroonganismsr   These   are chemical 

substances used for the treatment of infectious diseases or diseases 

caused by the proliferation of malignant cells.    Antibiotics can 

broadly be divided into two groups  (i)  antibacterial and (ii) 

antifungal. Examples of Antibacterial antibiotics are Penicillins, 

Streptomycin,  tetracyclines etc. and of  antifungal  are Nystatin, 

Griseofulvin, Neomycin etc. Besides commercial antibiotics used for 

human thereapy there are several others, though toxic to man but 

may prove useful in the treatment of animal diseases or in 

combating insects, pests and plant diseases. 

Antibiotics are produced commercially by  bio-synthesis, 

cultivating the suitable microbes under  suitable environment in 

appropriate medium.    The production is nrt*\nally by  a fermentation 

technique and then purified by chemical processes« 

Ihe strain of micro-organism used in the Industrial 

Fermentation for production of an antibiotic has to go through a 

rigorous  exercise before it is used in industrial Fermentation. 

It is well known that the productivity of an antibiotic during 

fermentation by a microbe is an interaction of its genetic poten- 

tiality and the environment within and outside the microbial cells« 

Augmentation of yield by altering genetic potentiality of a strain 

is a well known technique and results of the experiments with such 

micro-organisms in the area of mutation, microbial genetics and 

genetic control of secondary metabolites have given valuable 

information for application to Industrial strains.    What was 100 of 

units of penicillin per mill litre in the fermentor in late 1940 it 

now 30-40,000 units per ml. of broth in UOTO's«    Si us increased 

yield in the fernen tor s has led to the reduction in production cost« 

It could be seen that strain improvement is an important activity in 

• 
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In the field of antibiotics which has bright future for further 

development • 

The production on industrial scale is carried out in large 

vessels called fermentors.    The process  adopted is sub-merged aerobic 

fermentation under suitable conditions. 

The culture of appropriate strain is grown first in the 

inoculators containing  sterilized medium.    Seed mycalium of the  1st 

generation  cultivated in the inoculator is then transferred to the 

2nd generation in seed vessels.    In some  cases like tetracyclines 

the seed is  grown directly shipping inoculator stage.    The seed 

multiplies within a period of 30-50 hrs. Fermentor containing 

sterlized medium is then seeded with the mycelium culture grown in 

the seed vessel.    Fermentation is continued for o ver a week or even 

longer.    In the course of fermentation the parameters like PH, 

temperature,   dissolved oxygen,  carbon source and nutrients like 

nitrogen and phosphorus  are continuously monitored and optimum 

conditions are maintained.    Besides this,   supply of sterile air and 

continuous  agitation are essential pre requisites for achieving 

desired results. 

In the process of antibiotics fermentation,  proper sterili- 

sation of vessels, medium and all other inputs like air and Inter- 

mediate feeds has to be ensured.    The sterilization of the vessels 

and medium is carried out by thermal process using supper heated steam 

whereas sterilization of air is done  by passing compressed deter- 

modlfitd air through suitable filters. 

The fermented broth at the end of fermentation cycle is 

harvested for recovery of antibiotics.    The broth  is treated suitably 

and the two phases i.e. liquid phase and mycelial cells are separated. 

The antibiotics is recovered from the native solution or mycelium as 

the case may be. 

• 
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The process of recovery in case of antibiotic in native 

solution  involves techniques like  solvent  extraction preciptation, 

absorption on ic:i-exchange resins  etc.    After isolation it is 

further purified using  suitable methods.     Similarly recovery of 

antibiotic from mycelium is  done  by means of methods  like solid- 

liquid extraction and  then purified.    The final product is obtained 

by drying the purified concentrated antibiotic solution under  suitable 

temperature and vacuum.    The conditions  of recovery ani purification 

are so adjusted that the quality of the product  conforms to pharma- 

copeial requirements.    In this process recovery  efJ'iciencies  are of 

paramount importance which affect  the cost of production. 

In the field of antibiotics ¿reat strides  are being made 

to  enhance the yield of various microbial  strains by controlling 

important parameters  and it is also well known  that nicher the yield 

more is the sensitivity of fermentation process  to variation  of such 

parameters,    HS  such,   a lot of emphasis  is  being laid today  in 

introducing automation  in the  fermentation process both for research 

and commercial production.    Among various parameters following are 

considered to play important role in achieving the rignt type of 

environment in the ferra en tor« 

a) pH 

b) Temperature 

c) Dissolved Oxygen 
.       Carbon dioxide generated during fermentation 

d) Carbohydrate, nutrients, precursor etc. 

e) Foam 

These parameters have been successfully controlled by 

automatic devices in several of the antibiotics producing industries 

specially in foreign countries.    In this regard use of on-line 

computers to record the parameters,   store the information and use 

them to signal or activate the rectifying  systems is likely to be 

of greater  application  in future. 
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A typical case of tetracycline production as a model is 

given as  under  » 

PaOCSSS  DESCRIPTION   , 

A mutant of Streptomyces aurofaciens is used to produce 

Tetracycline.    The  culture is transferred from flask to seed tank 

having  sterilized media.    The time   for seed cultivation in  seed 

tank is 32-34 hours. The medium for ferraentor is prepared and 

sterilized and inoculated with the mycelial  culture from seed tank. 

The  content of tetracycline by the end of fermentation  is about 

12,000/ral.    The fermented broth is transferred to the vessel where 

it is treated with oxalic acid and is cooled down.    The treated broth 

is filtered through ¿iotary Vacuum Drum Filter or filter presses. 

The filtrate (called Native Solution) is  collocted and antibiotics 

is precipitated with  ammonia water,   and  is then filtered through 

Plate ä Frame filter.    The cake so obtained is dried and treated 

with Butanol, Oxalic acid, Carbon  and Hydrochloric acid.    It is then 

filtered,   crystallised and       centrlfuged and washed with butanol. 

The Tetracycline Hydrochloride is dried in Vacuum Rotary Driers. 

The flow sheet for the process is given as under  i 

Corn Steep  Liquor —  

Calcium Carbonate  -> 

Maize Starch   

Dextrose   ? 

Pot. Dihydrogen         » 

Phosphate ^ 

Ground Nut Oil    > 

Water  _^ 

Culture 
—4  

Seed Tank 
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r 
Mycelial 

Corn Steep Liquor 

Calcium Carbonate 

Maize Starch 

Ammonium Sulphate 

Magnesium Sulphate 

Pot .Dihydrogen 

Phosphate 

Zinc Sulphite 

Amylase 

Benzyl T i io cy anate 

Ground Nut Oil 

Water   

Oxalic Acid 

Cake k 
Sewer 

Ammonia Water 

~9 

-ï 

Butano1 

Oxalic Add 
Hydrochloric 

acid 

_._J 

1 

Fermentar 

Harvesting 

Filtration through 
Rotary Vacuum Drum Filter 

- I  
Flltrate(Native Solution) 

L. - 
~M  Precipitation 

I Filtration 

Cake 

Two Batches 

j Précipitions - Ammoni a 
;           Water 
*  

Filtration 

Drying 

Cake 

Drying 

Í 
Dissolver 
Taon .Base 
Cartjöft 
Treatment 

Fron   Tech.base 
 * T Carbon      *    -Oxalic Acid 
tr eatm ent f      Carbon 

Filtration 

Cry s talli. 
zation 

T 

Filtriti 3 
Precipitatici 

I 
J- Ammonia 

Water 
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ï 
Filtration 
throuph 
But/ 
Filter 

Butanol 
washing 

Drying 

v 

i 
Cantrifuging 

I 
Crystalli- 
zation r 
Drying 

TETRACYCLIN fi TETRACYCLIN E 
HYDROCHLORIDE PURE BASE- 
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..? SY.r'^r:: DRU3s : 

The production of Synthetic Dru¿s from   the  basic 
stages depends ¡n^xnly on   the   status  of  the   chemical 
inauutry  in   tin.  country.     There the che^ic^l  industry 
is its-¿l£  inadequately developed,   it  is virtually 
impossible   for the  phar^aceutical industry  to com.enee 
production from the basic  stages.     The  development  of 
chemical industry   affects  tae  pharmaceutical  industry 
in many ways.    Firstly   it  provides   the   raw materials 
which  are  uia0or cost item in  the  total cosi,   of  production, 
¿Secondly,   the syntactic  drub-s production involves  various 
chemical reactions/unit  processes.     The country should 
tjove   mastered these unit processes  if   it  is   to be   able  to 
handle  synthetic drugs production effectively.     Further, 
availability  of  tue equipment ior  the  various unit processes 
involved  in production  of  synthetic  drugs would be  better 
if the chemical industry  itself has  advanced considerably. 

The production  of synthetic  drugs calls   for   a  very 
hish decree   of quality control on account  of   the  end use 
of  these  ^.ateriuls- consuamtion by human beings. 

The  synthetic   drugs  are  rrenerally produced by batch 
process.     In  a bitch process a   series  of unit   operations 
are  carried  uut  en  a certain optimum  quantity of  input. 
2u:  continuous process of  production which   are  generally 
applied for   the -nanufacture  of  chemicals cannot be   applied 
because of   strict  specifications of   the drug.    Some  of the 
unit,   operations involve   in the  production of  synthetic 
dru^s  are» 

i) Sulf onation/chloxogulfonation 
titration 
Halopinâtion 
Cyanidation 
Hydrogénation 

ii) 
iii) 

iv) 
v) 

vi) Various condensation reactions involving the 
use highly inflammable, explosive, corrosive 
and toxic chemicals. 
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Usually,  before the  raw materials  are charçed into 
the reaction vessels, they are tested for  their purity. 
Impure chemicals are  not used as their   use may lead to 
low yields/Jjnpure end product. 

As can be conceived,   there   is no  set series of 
chemical  reactions/unit processes which   can be used for 
the preparation  of  all drugs.    The  process varies consider- 
ably from dru¿ to dru^.    To illustrate   the complexity 
involved  in the  synthesis  of biological  active drugs,  the 
process generally used for   the manufacture of  sulphamethoxa- 
zole has been described below: 

The steps involved are» 
1. Preparation of ethyl acetopyrurate from diethyl- 

loxalate  and  acetone by claisen conàensation. 

2. Conversion of ethyl acetopyrurate  to 3-carbamoyal 
—5-methyl isoxazole by condensation with hydroxy- 
lam ine. 

3» Production of 3-amino-5-methyl isoxazole from 
3-carbamoyl derivativ, by reaction with sodium 
hypochlorite, (Hofmann reaction) 

4. Production of N-acetyl sulphamethoxazole by 
condensation of 3-amino-5-methyl isoxazole with 
acetyl  sulfanilyl chloride. 

5. Production of  sulphamethoxazole   (tech.)  from 
N-acetyl sulphamethoxazole  by hydrolysis with 
alkali. 

6. Production of Pharmacopeoal grade  sulphamethoxazole» 

The raw materials needed for  the production of 
Sulphamethoxazole  arei 

• 
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1. Dietnylaxalate 
2. Sodium  metal 
3. Hydroxy lamine  hydrochloride 
4. Acetyl  Sulphanilyl caloride 
5. Sodium  hydrosulfite 
6. Sulphuric  acid 
7. Hydrochloric   Acid 
8. Sodium hydroxide 
9. Ammonia water 
10. Chlorine  cas 
11. Pyridine 
12. Mtivated Carbon 
13. Acetone 
14. Benzene 
15. Dichloroethane 
16. Kthyl  alcohol  95:5 
17. Ut hy lac o hoi absolute 

The  list  of equinment  needed for  tbe production 
of 5 tonnes per  annum of Sulphamethoxazole is detailed 
in Annexure I   of this chapter. 

Various  utilities needed for the manufacture   of 
this druG sure  steam 3 Kg/cm2, water 32 , 1^,  brine - ? 
-15 »  process  water,   inert gas   and electricity. 

In bulk drugs production,  manufacturers have to be 
careful  if they want to reduce   the cost of production. 
The possible  areas  are raw materials consumption, 
recovery of solvents  and catalysts.    Maintanance  of proc« 
ess parameters is very essential to get the desired 
yields. 
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5.3 
(   For 

THE PROJECT PROFILE 
r a Drug Formulation Unit) 

An attempt has been made in  the following  paragraphs to 

draw plan  for  ¡setting up  a  progressive  and viable  drug  formulation 
unit  to  cater the needs of a  developing nation.    Experience of 

Indian 1   armaceutical Industry  has helped   to   draw  the   requirement 
of essentiell   drugs which  can  be  taken  up  for manufacture   initially. 
But,  V.ho  experts believe       that  a list  of 130 to  140 drug a will 

suffice to  cover the health  needs at  two  levels::   the primary 

level where  patients hive  limited  access to  medicines  at   the health 

care centres   and  the  secondary  level where  tnere  are  established 

medical .acuities such,  s hospitals,   laboratories etc. 

This profile has been drawn out  for  an average   sized pharma- 
ceutical formulation industry  w deh is manageable and   economical 

in terras of production and   the   skill  available.    The profile gives 

an  ide a for the production   of  following dosage formulations in 
a year : 

Tablets ... 150O million  nos. 
Capsules 

Liquids 

Injectables 
Infusions 

Ointments 

Powder/Granules 

240 million noe. 

1800 Kilo-litres. 

300 Kilo-litree. 

12,00,000 bottles 

60 tonnes 

60 tonnes 

Production capacity  of various departments of the  Unit  are 

worked out on the basis of the WHO's  list of essential c rugs 

ar.d  on working of  two  shifts  (13    productive hours)  a  day for 

500 days in  a year.    The unit  will  hpve  a  centrally  air-conditioned 

plant with  a  common utility   servicer!   for various production xtivitiet 

Based on today's prices of plant and  nachiery,   the reconmendec 

pharmaceutical formulation  unit will  involve  a capital  investment 

in plant and  machineries to   the tune of      . Rs 18 millions  (UL 82.15 

millions)  excluding the cost  of land   and building,     ^'he   suggested 

unit would   require  floor  space  ademeaiuring  11,000  sq.   metres of 

land,  would  confuiré 7C0 ¿%   of  electric power  and would  give direct 

employment  to  76   technicians,   240  skilled workers  and  500 unskilled 
workers. 
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Details of   equipments needed,   personnel  requiiements in 

various iiianuf r eturin<_, activities and  px'ocef-.sec  ir,volve~ h^ve  been 

given  in    the    following pa^es. 

Beside? riving details of  different  manufacturing depart- 

ments,   full   details  of   the  ^uality  Control  Department,  Mainten- 

ance  Department  and  also   a k< search L Development   Lection   for 

development  cf for&ul: tions have also  been  provided, 

PRCDbCTIOK   PhOCEwiSBu FU:  ILI G FOK.rLATICI«b 

The manufacturing  activities  in  formulation  of  drugs  comprise 

of . arious departments  such as Tablet Department,   Capsule Depart- 

ment, Powder a  Granules   section ,  Liquid Department, parenterale arti 

Ointment Department.  For manufacture  of transfusion fluid viz. 

normal «aline,  Dextrose,  etc.  a   separate department may have   to 

be provided. 

The  process for manufacturing  each product varies from 

product to  product   as  far es the manual details   such as pH  stabi- 

lisation,  inert atmosphere in  container,  temperature, mode of 

sterilisation  (whether autoclave  sterilisation or by filteration) 

etc.    It will not be   feasible  to give  such manual details in manu- 

facturing process of  each product,  but as  far s» s the different 

dosage formulations are  concerned,  namely  tablets,  injectables, 

capsules etc.,  an attempt has been made to detail unit processes 

required in manufacture of different  dosage  forms. 

All  the raw materials (active  therapeutic  ingredients as 

will as excipients) are  first  tested  by the Quality Control  . 

Department.     On getting O.K.  report from the Quality Control 

Department,   the raw materials are  supplied  for production by 1he 

main store.     Wherever cold  storage is required,   such items are 

stored in drconditioned storage.     Secondly,  there lean in-process 

quality control where the sampling during manufacturing procesa is 

done by the Quality Control Department and the   sample is tested 

to set that  the manufacturing procesa is   going on properly.     At 

the end of  the manufacturing of the batch,  a sample is again drawn 

fron the bulk at the time of filling and finally,  the finished 

product is tested by the Quality Control Department for the laid 

down standards for «ich product and if that is found O.K., the m. 
release order is given by the Quality Control Department for  su- 

pplying to   the finished products stores.    Periodical testing is 

• 
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ala. done  repualrly  on a few batches during the  shelf life. 

It  may also be noted  that   for every batch,  one has  to 
rely on  random  sample checking r s no  unit to  unit checking 

is poseible and  therefore,  the observation of good manufacturing 
practice  during the process is most  essential. 

TABLETS DEf ARTIST   : 

Annexure - A gives flow-chart  for the process adopted for 
manufacture of Tablets. 

The raw materials as per the  formula of  the product with 

other excipients as mentioned in  the Master Card for each product 
batch  size are weighed under the  supervision of a qualified 

chemist.     The batch is then further processed  by mixing in  a mixer. 

The granulating solution is added  to prepare a moist mass which 

is passed  through a granulator for wet granules.    The wet granules 
are dried  in a chermostatically controlled over at a reasonable 

temperature,   so that  the potency  of  the product is not affected. 

The dried or  semi-dried granules are again passed through 
a smaller me eh in granulator and  then they are  lubricated with 

lubricant and  mixed with disintegrating material,    A sample is 

tested  from bulk granules before compressing the mass into tablets. 

The dry granulation process is followed  when the active 
ingredient  is major part of the formulation and  is    affected by 

moisture.     In this process the powder is directly  slugred and 

reduced through desired mesh, lubricated and  compressed into 
required  tablets. 

The  lubricated granules are  then pressed  into tablets in a 

tablettin« machine.    During compression,   samples are regularly 

drawn for hardness testing and for the distintergration testing, 
uniformity and friability. 

At the  end of the compression,   samples are drawn by the 

Quality Control Department for carrying out the necessary test  for 
each active  ingredient. 

Finally,  the tablets are packed into respective containers 
which may be glass bottles, plastic  containers or strips made 
of aluminium,  celopoli, paper poli,  etc.    The labelling is 

completed  after puttine the batch number, manufacturing date  and 
expiry date,  if any. 
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If required,  tablets may be  film-coated,   sugar-coated or 

enteric coated. 

CAPSULE DEliJtTi.ELT   : 

Annexure - B gives flow-chart  for the  procese adopted  for 

nonufacture of Capsules, 

As per the Ilaster Card,   the  raw materials  are weighed ur.der 

supervision  of a  cheini et   -nd   they me thoroughly  mixed in a ¡nixer. 

If  small  ¿r.nule s  aie   i-equli'ei" ,   granulr ting   sol' tion is yut and 

the wet nass ic passed  through  granuli tor.     »et  granuler ore then 

dried   at   the  recul red  temperature   in   v thermostatically   controlled 
drying ovo¿n.    The   er.ipty  g.'lstin c^, ::Vl»s are   '••her. á^ken into 

hopper oi" ..uknatic  capsule filling  and closing tuachii e  and 

after   adjusting  tiic  weight,  the batch is  filled   in  the  lacchine. 

The   filled   capsules  are   regularly  checked   for  weight  vari: lion, 

if any.    If  required,   tr.e machine would be   oddusted  to   avoid any 

weight variation. 

In   the nanufacturirig proches oi capsules,   the main require- 

ments are   the   temperature and   the  controlled  hujiidit,, .     hence, 

the  manufacturing  is cairied  out in  an aii conditioned area having 

controlled  relative hunidity around  50/J. 

Finally,   samples  are drawn by  the  ^uality   Control  Uepartment 

md  after   testing,   the  latch is released  for  the   fini sued  products 

stores.    The  filling of  the capsules in the  con trainer is algo- 

done  in an airconditioned area  and  in a  humidity   controlled area, 

so  that the   capsu.es are not   spoiled  during  the   storage.    The 

containers are finally labelled after printing the batch 

number, manufacturing date, and expiry date, if any. Capsules 

can be  strip packed also. 

LKUID DSPARTKBKT   : 

Annexure - C gives flow-chart  for the process adopted  for 

manufacture of liquid preparations« 

The raw materials are weighed under the supervision of a 

chemist and the manufacturing process is carried out ae per the 

Master Card. 

pH, Viscosity and  volume are to be adjusted and checked for 

getting stabilised product. 

If the produot isa suspension, it will be required to 

pass through o Colloid Mill or a Homogeniser. 
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*fter naking;  the final volu.,e   of     the  trtch,  it  ir filtered 
through a   filter press,   if it is a   niera    solution. 

The   sample  i e di awn from  the  bulk  h y   the   ,uality   Control 
Department and   also   the   final  finished  conti, inerr  are   sampled 
by the quality  Control  Department   for releasing   the  batch. 

The  product   is  filled  into bottle:;  or  in  jers  .nd in'¿ye 
of Vitamin  preparations,   the  air gap  i ?;  fl,_; .td   with  inert  tri to 
repl.-.ce   the air   for   stabilising- the  product.     Th.:   con te inert ; re 
finally  ca;,  ed  in a   capping machine  and then  laleller   by putting- 
batch number,  manuf: pturing date  and  expiry  di.te,   if  iny. 

PAIŒ1JTEMAL  DSi.J^.HT  -   II- JliCTABiEü ¿,  TK^.^-^lcI    Ì1A IVu : 

Annexure  DI  &  Dil   show  the flow-charts for  the  processes 
adopted in manufacture  of Injectables and   Transfusion  Fluids 
respectively. 

The   solution making process ; nd   the  filling   se-'linf   of 
the  product  in an ampoule  or vial are   carried  out  in  n   sterile 
area.     This   sterile ar«a  is airconditioned   £ nd  ir,   rali tí-ired  under 
a positive      pressure  to   prevent  the  outside   air to   contaminate 
the   sterile  area.     The air which istnken   through  the airconditicnec 
unit  is also filtered  through different   filters andfinally 
through bacteriological  filter,   so  that  the   sterility  of  the area 
is strictly maintained.     The  duct  carrying   the  air from  the 
airconditioned unit  is also  fitted with bactercidal  lamps.    The 
bactericidal  lamps  are   also fitted  in   sterile  rooia  and a sceptic 
filling cabinets.     The   filling and   sealing   process is further 
carried out under laminar flow.     Sterile   area is regualrly checked 
for any contamination and to ensure  sterility. 

The raw materials are weighed under  the supervision of 
a qualified  chemist  for making the  solution • ithrequired   solvent 
as per Master Card.  After  the  solution is ready, if the product 
is temolablle,  it is  sterilised by filtering through bacteriolo- 
gical filters,   say either G-4 or G-5 filters or preferably 
through millipore filters.    The sample from the bulk container is 
drawn and ¡»nt to  the Quality Control Department for testing the 
sterility of the product.    Thermostable products are  sterili see 
by autoclaving at the end. 
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Containers and   closures   such  8 ampoules  or  vials and  trans- 
fusion bottles as t e  case may  be,  and rubber closures are first 
preliminarily washed   ^d t hen   they ere finally   washed    with 

distilled  water  for a number of  times.  Ampoules,  vials and 

transfusion  bottles    are    also   flused with  filterei   compressed 

air.     These  containers  are   then  sterilised   in   hot-air oven  at  a 

hi£.h  temperature  in   ciò ceo   containers.    The closures are   sterilised 

by   autoclovinf.     The  bulk  sterile   solution  is   then  filled into 
ampoule,   vial or  transfusion  bottles,  as  the c? se   may be,   in a 
sterile  area. 

The   amp  oules ;  re   tested  under vacuum  for  leak  test. 

The  filled  ampoules,   vials  and  transfusion  bottles aie 
individually inspected   for  nny   particulate  matter  present. 

Finally,   samples are again  drawn by  the quality Control 

Depfrtment end   a^ain   tested   for   sterility  and   for active ingre- 

dients.     On pa¡.,sin¿   the ter/fc,   the batch is then   released by   the 

^Uility  Control Dep rtment.     The  containers are   finally labelled 

after putting the batch number,  manufacturine date and  expiry  date, 
if  any. 

OIVJMEIIT  DEEJuvTl-ETT     : 

Annexure - E  shows the flow-chart for  the procese adopted 
in  manufacture of Ointnents. 

For  ointment,   fine particle  size of the  raw materials is 
one  of the most  important i equirements. 

ne per the Kaster Card, the  base for  the   ointment is separ- 
ately  prepared in a  jacketed mixing tank.    After  preparing the 
bo se,   the    ingredients are added   aad durine addition,  constant 
stirring is maintained  for proper mixing. 

Finally,  batch is then   passed through  a triple  roller mill 
for the   fineness of  the product. 

If the   ointment     is to  be used  for eye,   all   the above 

mentioned processes are  carried  out in a  sterile  area,  exactly 
as narrated in p;renteral department. 

Ointment tubes  are flushed  with compressed air and in 
case of  a   sterile preparation,   they are  sterilised. 

The  filled  ointment tubes  aie   then  sampled   by  the  Quality 

« 
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Control  Lepar tuent aid tested for  cctivi.  ingredient,   contents, i 

sterility   ,   etc. and  on gettine them 0.1'., the batch  is rrleaced 

for finished products stores.    ;.t   the time of  filling   the  tule, 

batch number,  manufacturing   date   and c xpiry dp te,  if any,   is 

pressed  on the  tubes right   on  the  ointment fillinf machine. 

POWDHR  &  GRAEHLE   SECT y Off   ; 

Annerare - F  shows  the low  chut  tor the proceda adopted 
in the  manufacture of powder & Granules. 

Prepare granules of  the dry   syrup sa per  the "aster Cord. 

Specified weight of  the granules are  filled by  automatic  filling 
machine  and capped.     During the bottle  filling,   sampling is 

carried out for weight variation.     The  finished    product is 
analysed before final packing.    After testing,   the batch is 

released  for finished product  stores.     The bottles are finally 

labelled  after printing batch number, manufacturing date and  expi* 
date,  if any. 

« 
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ggffl<taigfT..QF BiiUIPMIaNTS  IN VARIOUS DgARTMBITS OF DR^G.   FORMULATION  UNIT. ^-xM^m^MàéiL**-**. 

1. Tablet  Dflpartmant   : 

Capacity 1500 million  tablets/years 6.25 million 

tablets/2 shifts/day. 

Average   Wt/table i  350 mg. 

2.5 toxines/day - 62,50,000 tablets. 

Floor Area 485 sq. metres. 

Bqulpmant     j 

1. Platform  balance -  1 tonne capacity 

Platform balance - 300 kg*  capacity 

Two Pan  Balance - 10  kg. capacity 

Chanical Balance - 

2. Powder   Sifter: 

Comminuting Mill - J aekete( Cadmili) 

Comminuting Mill - Simple  (Cadmili) 

3. Mixer : 

Hobart type Mixer with stirrer -  500 Litres capacity 

Extra bowls for above 

Hobart type Kixer with Stirrer-lOO  Lts.capacity 

Sxtra bowls for above 

Steam operated kettle S.S. - 50» Litres 

Steam operated kettle - 100 Litres 

Mortar and Pestle(5 kg. &  30 kg.   capacity) 

Cabinet  dry er-Thermo statically controlled- 10O°C 
(Steam operated 48 trays) 

Fluid Bed Dryer - lao kg. 

Fluid Bed Dryer - 60  kg. 

Kxtra Vessels for above 

Drying  room (50 s q.me tres),   thermostatically con- 
trolled,  with 6 Trollies of 48 trays 

each 

3 each 
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Lubrication   , 

Powder Shifter-  50 kg. ^ 

Cadmach Granulator 2 

Hobart .lixer (500 litres) x 

Platform balance- 500 kg. capacity i 

Platform balance -  10 kg. capacity i 

ComnrAi^pn  Section  t 

Press Coat (900  series) ! 

Rota Press- 45 station(8000 tablets/minute) i 

2 

4 

2 

2 

37 Station Rotary Tablet Machine (Cadmach) 
(2500  Tabs/minute) 

27  station Cadmach Rotary Tablet Machine 2 
(1500  tabletsfmlnute) 

16  Station Cadmach Rotary Tablet Machine 2 
(500 Tabs/minute) ¿ 

Single Stroke Compression Machine(90 tabs/minute) l 

Hardness Tester 

Vernier Calipers 

Disintegration time unit 

Chemical Balance 2 

Chilsonator (Roll dia-20 an x X)  cm 250 kg/hr) l 

Tablet Dedusting Unit 4 

t    1.5 million Tablets/2 shifts/day. 

Coating Pan .60" 1 

Coating Pan-72" i 

Jacketed Kettle (20 lit) 2 

Colloid Mill 1 

Polishing Pan with Drive x 

t 

48 trays cabinet type 2 

Two Pan Balance 80 kg« 1 

Two Pan Balance 1 kg. x 

Chemical Balance 

• 
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il.        Ctffflffcfi PffAfliO'lfiNX » 

Capacity 240 million capsules/year 

1 million capsules/2 shifts/day. 

Average Wt/Capsule  s 300 mg* 

300 kgs/day. 

Floor Area 255 Sq. metres« 

mimmi * 
Platform Balance - 300 kg. 1 

Two Pan Balance -  10 kg. 1 

One Pan Balance - 1 leg. 1 

Mixer - Cadraach - 230 It. capacity 2 

Double Cone. Mixer -  100 It* capacity 1 

Mortar and Pestle - 5 kg. capacity 1 

Chilsonator . 40 kg./hr. 1 

Dryers specially designed 2 

Vacuum Dryer - 40 trays 1 

Automatic Capsule Filling MachineUCF-Cadmach). 
500 Caps/minute 2 

fixtra accessories for filling other size capsules 
for above 

Semi-Automatic Capsule Filling Machine(300 capsules) 3 

Bxtra accessories for other size caps. 

Bnpty Capsule Loader 2 

Capsule Inspection Unit with belt -    2 (1 Penicillin and 1 others 

Capsule Printing Machine 2(1+1) 

Chemical Balance 3 

Humidity Recorders 

Capsule Polishing Unit 

6 (Room vis« 
each) 

2(1 Peni, 
cillin* l 

others) 
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m.    HAW wAmm * 
Capacity 3800 Kilo- Li tro s/ year 

7500 litres/2 shifts/day 

60 ml. and 120 ml, pkgs. 

94,000 units/2 shifts/day. 

Floor Area 890 Sq. metres 

BQUIPM1NT     s 

Weighing Balance   Platform  type 500 leg. capacity 1 

Double Fan ]0 kg. capacity 1 

Mono Fan Balance 1 leg. 1 

Mixing Tanks S.S. 
with Stirrer 5000 It. capacity 2 

1500 It. capacity 2 

500 It.  capacity 2 

Jacketed Tanks       2000 It. capacity 1 
with Stirrer 

1000 It. capacity 1 

Planetary Mixer, Hobart Type 500 lit. capacity 2 
Hobart Type 500 
lit« capacity 

Colloid Mill 2 

pH Meter 1 

Viscometer 1 

Lob pump (Pharma Lab.) - 1500 lit/hr. 2 

Filter Press-2000 lit/hr. 2 

Sight heads filling unit(48000 units/shifts) 1 

Automatic Capping Unit 2 

Automatic Labelling Unit 2 

Automatic Carton Opening Machine 2 

Conveyor belts with checking units 2(7 metres each) 

Automatic Gravity Filling Machine for viscous 
liquid like Malt ¿ 

Kettle S.S. - 500 litres 1 
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IV, 

V. 

QINTMüNT  DEPAR'MfiMT   , 

Capacity 60)000 kg/year 

250 kg/2 shifts/day 

Floor Area 200 Sq. metres. 

«QUIPMfllT    t 

Claming  Starlllzar  for tnhmm 

Isopropyl Sterilizer for tubes i 

Powder Sterilizer U-V- Close Cabinet of 5 kg.capacity 1 

Manufacturing  » 

Weighing Platform type Balance 200 kg. capacity 1 

Weighing two Pan Balance 30 kg. capacity 

Weighing Monopan Balance 1 kg. capacity 

Chemical ualance 

Fit¿FAÍUTIUh   i 

Jacketed Mixing Tank with stirrer 200 kg.    2(1 Sterile + l Non. 
Sterile) 

1 

1 

1 (Sterile x  Non. 
Sterile) 

capacity 

Triple Roller S.S. Roll 2 ( 

Ball Mill 50 kg. capacity 

Sdge Runner Mill 25 kg. capacity 

Jacketed Colloid Mill 

Hot Air 0ven(for Ophthalmic preparation) 200°C 
48 trays 

Autoclave Double - Door 

rilling and Crimning  » 

Automatic tube filling and crimping machine 
4000 tubes per hour 

Chemical Balance - Mono Pan 

") 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

PARMT 
FLDTDa 

IRA! DgARTMBII - IMJaCTABLBS AND TRANS-FUSION 

A.   TNJ BCT^Tjffij   , 

Capacity 

Floor Area 

300 kilo li tres/year 

1250 litres/2 shifts/day 

305 Sq. metres* 
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Waahlng   t 

Automatic Rotary Type High Speed Washing 
Machine for ampoules and vials 

Déminéralisation Plant 300 lit/hr 

Distillation Plant - 500 lit/hr. 

Rubber Stopper Washing Machine 100 kg/capacity 

Starillsatlon   j 

Double-Door Autoclave with thermo-recorder 2400 
vials capacity  (42"x48'»x84M) 

Double Door Dry Heat Steriliser 20000 vials 
capacity  (65,,x33"x32") 

Storage tante with constant temperature for 
distilled water  1000 litres 

Manufacturing   , 

Weighing Balance Platiorm type 100 kg.capacity 

Two Pan Balance 100 kg. capacity 

Single Pan Balance 200 gras, capacity 

S.S. Tank 200 Lit. capacity Jacketed with Stirrer 

S.S. Tank 100 Lit. capacity Jacketted with Stirrer 

S-S- Pressure Vessel 100 It. capacity 

S.S. pressure Vessel 50 lit. capacity 

Membrane filtering unit column type 

Membrane filtering Unit 193 mm. 

Membrane filtering unit 141 mm. 

Vacuum Punp with high capacity 

Air Compressor 

Fllllnr and Sealing  j 

Automatic multi-head vials filling and rubber 
stoppering unit with sealing unit 

Three head ampoules filling and sealing machine 

Laminar Flow (6 feet) 

Lead Tast  t 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

2 

2 

1 

1 

1 

3 

3 

2 

1 

2 

2 

2 

1 

1 

2 

3 units 
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Vacuum Operated Vessel 1 

Inspection Unit for physical checking JQ 

B. T1UNSFUSIÜM   FLUIDS   ; 

Transfusion fluids which are widely used in hospitals are 

one of the essential items where every developing country would 

like to have its own manufacturing facility.    Working details 

for the manufactur e of transfusion fluids with capacity of 2000 

bottles p er day are given here below  s 

Capacity 2000 bottles/day 

urea 630 sq. metres 

JSy¿KMM£   i 

Fnr Waghiqg   f 

Automatic Rotary Washing Machine for 
bottles 

Déminéralisation Plant 300 lit/hr. 

Distillation Hant 400 lit/hr. 

Water Softening Plant 6oo lit/hr. 

Rubber Stopper Washing machlne-25 kg. capacity 

Double Door Autoclave with Thermo-recorder size 

Double Door Dry Heat Sterilizer Size  i IS'xlO'xlZ1 

Storage Tank with constant temp, for destilled 
water - 1000 litre capacity 

For Manufacturing   « 

Balance -  200 kg. 

Balance -  30 kg. 

Jacketed S.S. Tank with Stirrer-1200 litres 

S.S. Tank - 200 litres 

Filter Press Plate type-1000 litres/hr. 

Sinter glass funnel-120 mm. funnel unit 6 SG4. 

For Filling & Sealing   j 

Bottle Filling Machine 
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VI. 

VII, 

Sealing Machine for transfusion bottles 

PQJDSR &  GRAttULaS  SUCTION   , 

Capacity 60 Tonnes/year 

250 kg/2 shifts/day 

or  12,500  bottles 

165 Sq. metres Floor Area 

«üUlPMMT     t 

Mixer (210 litres capacity ) 

Dryer (48 trays) 

Augur type Automatic bottle 
Filling Machine 

Conveyor Belt 

Semi-Autocratic Capping Machine 
Granulator 

JU*LITÏ CONTROL Dg»AaTM«T   , 

A. Chemical Analysis Dlvi«inr)  , 

Mettler balances 

Melting Point apparatus 

Hot air Oven 

Vacuum Oven with vacuum pump 

Distilled water unit 

Muffle Furnace 

Oxygen flask with platini» basket 

Platinum dish s and crucibles 

Various tpes of Glassware 

Waterbath (Electrical ) 

Gas Plant 

Other miscellaneous equipments 

B. üntrumantAi   A/myilf Division 

Gas Chromatograph 

I»R. Spectophotometer 

2 (1 Penicillin e i 
others) 

2 (      .do.    ) 

2  ( 

2  ( 

2 
2  ( 

-do. 

-do- 

) 

) 

-do-    ) 

3 

2 

3 

1 

1 

1 

2 

6 

3 

1 

1 

1 
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Vili. 

U.V. Spectophotometer 

Flourimeter 

pH Meter 

üefree tometer 

Paper Chromatographic equipment 

Thin Layer Chromatographic equipment 

Air permeability apparatus for  surface area 

Polarimeter 

fiSS&UÍCH &  DiänSLOPKiaiT  D'^AAThMT  (TORi.m.uTTON ) 

Area i5o sq. metres. 

BQUIPMBNT     s 

Tablet Compression Machine-Single Stroke 

Rotary  Tablet Machine-Iß Station 

Mixer 

Granulator 

Coating Pan 

Oven anali sizeírange 40°C - 200°C ) 

Capsule Filling Machine(200 capsules)capacity 

Balance - 5 kg. capacity 

Chemical Balance Single Pan-200  Gtas .capacity 

Triple Roller Mill,  small  size 

Colloid Mill - »mall size 

Jacketed Vessel & Stlrrer-5 lit. capacity 

Ball Mill- kg. capacity 

Tube Filling Machine-semi-automatic 

Tube Crimping Machine-semi-automatic 

Liquid Filling Machlne(range 1 to 30 ml.) 

Capping Machine for vials & bottles 

Mini-bottle and Vial Washing Machine 

Autoclave Small size 

Ampoule  Sealing Machine 

1 

1 

2 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 
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Incubator 30°, 45°, 60° each 

Refrigerator small size 

Humidity & Temperature Control Cabinet 

Library Books and Periodicals 

IX. CatTKAL PACKING DEPARTIT   , 

Area 7S0 3q. metres 

aûuIPMBUTS  t 

Strip Packing Machine(Six Tablets) 

Conveyor Belts (5 Metre each) 

Automatic Tablet Counting and Filling Machine 

Automatic Capsule Counting and Filling Machine 

Automatic Capping Machine 

Tin Sealing Machine 

Ounming Machine 

Automatic Carton Opener 

Automatic Label <* Carton Printing Machine 

Automatic Printing & Labelling Machine for 
Vials and Ampoules 

Heat Sealer for Plastic bags 

X. lUaiWmCEl  COMMON UTILITY SERVICES nBPAHTyEflT . 

Area 375 Sq. metres 

SQUlPMWTa  1 

Lathe (165x600 mm)  (Kirloskar) 

Lathe (300x200 mm) .do- 

Drilling Machine (2")  (Praga) 

Bench Grinder (ISO mm) (Wolf) 

Flexible Grinder, medium size(wolf) 

Portable Drill Machine » 

Up to 13 mm. size (wolf) 

Opto 38 ma. size (wolf) 

Portable Blower- small size (wolf) 

3 

1 

1 

6 

12 

2 

1 

2 

1 

2 

3 

2 

3 

3 

1 

1 

2 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 
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Siée trie Welding Machine 12 KV A 3 Phase 
Oil cooled  (Advani) 1 

Gas Welding  Set  (standard size) 1 

Air Compressor-20 HP, 3 phase 60 CÍM,   150 PSI 
(Ingersoll Rand) ¿ 

Vacuum Pimp  -  20 HP, 3 phase,   177.0  CfW, 
Ultimate vacuum-0.005 (J.B. Sawant £*igg.) 1 

Clas Plant-  8A Size Gas produced 41.5 cm,être 
per hr.(Ganson) 1 

Boiler- tons  capacity (Wanson or WIMA India) i 

Water Treatment Plant ; 

i) Démine ral is ed water plant -  1000 lit. per hr. 

ii) Water Softening Plant - 10000 lit. per shift. 

ill) Distilled water plant - 500  lit. per hr. 

Air-conditioning Plants 80 tons plants, 
capacity 

UUAUIY CONTAL  DJFAülMlHT  ¡ 

The quality Control Laboratory  should be staffed and 

•quipped in  such a way as to carry out effectively all the 

required tests on samples of raw materials  as well as the 

finished products • 

MMAIffiULS t 

The control of raw material has a special significance,  as 

it constitutes the beginning of the long series of controls. 

The primary reason for exercising controls over raw materials 

is one of quality assurances. 

Adequate and realistic specifications should be established 

for raw materials.   Reliable and suitable methods of testing 

for these specifications should be developed.    Specific 

procedure for receiving, inspecting and sampling consignments 

should be followed. Data obtained from testing raw materials 

should be recorded in the control record sheets. If the 

consignment is accepted,  the approval release document is 
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made and despatched to stores after which the lot is removed from 

the cruarantine.        It is desirable to stick control release labels 

to indicate  that the material is passed or  'Hold'  label for rejected 

materials  to every container.   Rejected   materials should fcot be 

moved from quarantine and should be returned to supplier with the 

minimum delay.    The quality control department advises the stores 

department for the proper storage conditions.    Quality Control 

Department also fixes the specification of packing   components,   such 

as ampoules,  vials,  bottles,  closures,  empty capsules,  labels 

cartons etc« 

IttPBOCBSS   CONTRAS   , 

Inprocess controls at various stages of production are of 

considerable importance.    Rigid Control over sterilisation tempera- 

ture, pressure differntial between the  sterile and non-sterile  side 

of the premises,   bacterial count of the inlet air and the entire 

sterile area,  especially the cubicles,  analysis of mixed powders 

and granules, weight variation of tablets,   capsules or volume in 

Usages delivered to vials, temperature and humidity in coating 

and filling rooms   and Inspection of filled containers for the absence 

of particulate matter,  quality of sealing, hardness and friability 

of tablets, pH and volume of liquid preparations-all contribute 

to a great extent in building the quality of the product. 

Before and after the finished product is ready,  quality 

Control Chemist withdraw   the sample and analysis.    Specifications 

for the finished proc.ucts at different stages are established by 

the quality Control Department« 

PHARMACOLOGICAL  ANALYSIS   , 

In addition to chemical analysis, biological testing is 

included for raw materials as well as finished products. Biological 

tests include pyrogen testing,  toxicity tests and depressor tests 

and bio-availability test in certain sensitive products. 
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Pyrogen test Is  carried out In rabbits for water for 

injection,  antibiotics and injections of antibiotics.    Toxicity 

tests are carried out on mice for antibiotics in raw from as well 

as finished products.    Depressor test Is  carried out in cats for 

antibiotics in raw form  and finished products. 

hKTAlNfiP  SAMPLES   } 

Adequate quantity of each and every batch of the finnished 

product is  stored for a desired time in a retained sample room. The 

proaucts with expiry dates are kept for e months  beyond the expiry 

date and non-expiry products for 3 years from the date of manufacture 

at prescribed temperature.    A periodical observation of these samples 

is carried out and record of it is maintained. 

Quality Control  Department analysis raw materials, packaging 

materials,  in process products, finished products,  products from 

research and development departments and samples of periodical and 

stability  studies and controls  the manufacturing processes. 

Load for analysis oar  dav  j 

6.25 million tablets 6 batches 

500 kg. powder for capsules and dry syrups    4 batches 

3750 litres liquid 2 batches 

250 kg. Ointment 2 batches 

1250 litres Injections 5 batch a« 
Total batches per day lfl 

i.e. ]00 ingredients per day including raw materials 

and packing materials. 
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%4 Area of modifications possible  : 

As far as the manufacturing activities are  concerned, 
the following  are   the  salient  features which r.-e  amenable 
to  change. 
I, a)       Scale of production 

b) Batch-wise/continuous production 

c) Packing (in the case of formulo ti or.:.) 
d) ¡Jize of  equipment used 

II» a)       btage    from which à-ugs G I e  produced 
b)       Product-nix 

ltrms II   (a) & (b)  are of  a policy nature.    The li rt of 
essential drugs is to  te drcwn m  ty  every   country, t; king 
into account  the prevriling diseore patterns  c'r.c   economic 
situations.     India ht.s already drr,wn  up  r  li ~t of  117 dru¿ s 
which ore  considerei  essential.     The   deciKicrt. oí'  this nature 
help in pricing-,  licensing   rnd  import  ;dici~. c of  the Gcvt. 
Left to  themselves,  t:ie manufacturers  .vili   end up producing 
high value-low volume drugs and  the needs of   the jopulution 
will  go  unmet;   the  investment-.ill  go   ir.tc   ne. a v. which  ¡.;e 
socially  less desirable.     The public   sector,   if ^:.y ,  nu t/t  be 
assigned  the responsibility  cf meeting  the  i;.s-jc:   portion  of 
needs of essential drugs oí the  population. 

Secondly,   the stage from which drugs aie  to be produced 
is to be determined taking into  account   the availability of 
technical   skills,  availability  of establiseu   chemical industry 
in the country etc.    The D¿¿p industry  may  caoo se to operate   at 
any the following  stages : 

i)       Import  finished medicines and repack 
Import bulk and  formulate 

iii) Import penultimate intermediate, produce in bulk 
and formulate 
Import basic raw materials and produce bulk drugs 
fro m v ari ou e st age s 

ir) 

v)       Produce bulk from    indigenous raw materials. 

Obviously,  as a country  develops, it will move   down 
this list.    While it is quite desirable that a couatry be   s»lf 
sufficient in needs of drugs,  the viability  and austainability 
lity of the proposal must be considered before any decision 
ia taken in this regard.    Also,  these    countries need not aim 
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at  at If  sufficiency ii   all drugs.     The  country  may  be better-off 
pre ducine those  d:ut,s for which   skill, raw materials and demani 
exist  end  importing  tic    other drugs.    A feasible   strategem 
in  this regard   is to   start at   the top of  the above  list to  meet 
the current  demand for drugs at  the   same  time  improving the 
infrastructure   so  that the  decree   of self    reliance  increased 
rapidly. 

Ivegarding in tie    technical  choices,  the  scale  on ikhich 
the production   units are  set up depends naturally on   the demand. 
It  is necessary  to point out   that   the developing  countries need 
not adopt  the  large   scale mar   facture technology which are proved 
to be  least  cost ones,   even when demand constraints do not  exist. 
xiiis is because   the resources available  are different,  and it mey 
be desirable   to   have a few  small  units instead of a big one. 

In  the drug industry,  generally much choice doesn't exist 
between batchwiee and  continuous production.     Mostly,  it would 
hi ve to  be batch wise because of   the quality   standards. 

AS regards packing,  both   the kind of pecking  and th 
technology  for  pecking can bo  different  .    For  example, there is 
no need  to  go   in  for' very convenient but costly  packing of 
tablets like blister      packing.     Such things make drugs   avoidably 
costly.     The quality standards can be met    by packing   tablets/ 
capsules in bulk in glass bottles.    It is needless to   say 
that  pr eking and packaging     are   the areas where human labour can 
be used  and  that labour intensive  methods must  be  chosen« 
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6.0    üection IV   System of distribution of Drugs & Pharmac 
ticale and measures for quality maintanance. 

6.1 practice in developed countries 

6.1 

In the   developed countries,  distribution of drugs and 
pharmaceuticals is considered   to be  a professional  service  with 
high   responsibilities.    This awareness has been translated  in 
these  countries in the implementation of certain  controls  and 
business terms that may not be  possible in  a developing countries. 

A manufacturer or an importer distributes through  a 
system of whole-salers who    in  turn   supply to retailers. 

The   system  of trade d iecounts leaves a margin of grosy 
profit of 25?» for the wholesaler and a s much  ae 33$ for the 
retailer.    For imported drugs the importer also  takes   10$ 
on C.I.F.   price plus duty. 

The     etailer has to have   the services of a graduate 
pharmacist« 

By virtue of their "development" ,  the reaching      f d rugs 
and pharmaceuticals where  they a re needed  and when they are needed 
does not pose much of a problem in developed countries.     The 
net work of  transport io highly  efficient,   specialised transport 
like refrigeration vans is available,  the population is largely 
urban, better    educated  and the health servi ce e are better 
organised    and better staffed« 

Practice in d eve lo ping countries. 

A developing country like India faces a formidable   task 
of transporting medicine e over an a ret   Df the  adze of a sub- 
continent.    The net work of transport,  though improving »-vary 
day«  seems inadequate«   The regualtions of various taxes and duties 
vary   in different places«    Unlike the distribution  . of consumer 
items,  the drugs distribu ton costs in India are borne by  the 
manufacturer.    Traditionally he to take back what is not 
sold and reimburse any breakage in transit« 

The non-availability of refrigerated vans also poses 
problems for dietiibution of drugs like Vaccine and sera.    The 
normal procdeure      i s to transport   such d rugs in ice-boxes upto 
the District Towns,  store them in refrigerators and supply  to 
smaller ciac e s in vaccum flasks packed with  ice.     For other 
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products,  proper stabilisation techniques arc employed  end 

periodic   studies are  conducted on   the áru¿.s after  they  reach 
their destination. 

The  druf industry   in India  has the  following   v etwork   at 
present  : 

1. Licensed wholesale  and tetail  chemisU 1,00,000 
2. aospltals end Dispensaries 15  OOO 

3. Priuaiy health  Centres etc. 43 639 

4. Doctore1  Dispensaries ¿. Clinics 1,40 COC 

5« General merchants  h; vin¿  dni¿-   licenses 1,00,000 

In  the   absence of   a national   ..e; Iti:   Lcheme,   the health 

services in  India functions under   two  broad-heed R Government 
and Private, 

The   Government \^z a till-fled^e.; Directorate of i.edical 
Services with  Directors in all  stater.    Lach district in the 
state has its own civil   surgeon who   presides over  the  civil 

hospitals and also a District 'i.-ith   Office  who   í.üiinisterr   the 
District  Dispensaries and   Primary  j erlth Cei.trec.     These   Govt. 

agencies purchase their  requirements  through ate   contracts.     To 
certain categories of Governotnt   servants,   there  is a   system of 
re-imbursing   the cost of   the medicines prescribed by the 
authorised  medical officer. 

To  cover a    large   number of     industrial workers,   the 
Employees'   State Insurance   Scheme  functions under  a  separate 
Directorate.     The cost of   the medical  and health   services 

provided  to  the workers  covered under this  scheme  is borne by  the 

employer and the Government.    The worker contributes a very 
small percentage of his   salary as a  premium. 

Large municipalities, Industrial Concerns and Corporations 
have their own systems of health care. They usually buy directly 
from the manufacturers. 

To  cater to the needs of the va et number of patients 

being treated  by private  doctors,  there are more than 1,00,000 

wholesale   and retail  outlets in  the country.     There are 

other 1,00,000   general merchants having restricted drug Dicences 

to   sell comparatively safe "non-schedule" druge that do r.ot 
require a doctor's prescription. 

• 
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;.  licer r< <~   de 1er recuire*  the  serviere   of  a     qualified 

j':,i rrnrci .:t. 

Unlike +he ^rnctice prcv ilinf inir developed countries, 
the."« Tiharrr:r:iutr. r.re not required to ^be graduates of pharmacy. 
They   could  also  be  fili loma-holders  in phnrmEcy. 

In developed countries, baric henlth care is accepted as 
c basic head. ¡Jince everyone appreciates the nee'' and is able 
to   spend  for it,   the istribution  of dn.;ts *• even. 

The developing   countries,   the urban peor le  apireciete 
the- r«vd better  end   a  fraction of them are able pey for it.     So, 
the    ru£  stores trend  to ¿-et  concentrated  in  urban  areas.     In 
thetae   countries,  doctor s-who,  by   their prescriptions create  demand 
f re  concentrates  in urban  areas.     In villages,   people    resort  to 
:elf medication and   GO  a doctor is better off   in a city  in   spite 
of the  competition than  in   a village. 

The basic  reason for  these  is thrt  the  income level  is low 
and  even this ic    not evenly distributed.    Aleo,  the doctors 
develop      an urban orientation   so  that  even if the  income  in 
urban and rural areas we  e  to be   equal,  a doctor would rather 
like to line in  an urban  area  than in a village.    The relatively 
higher degree of   self medication  is also responsible  for the 
kind of distribution  of drug consumption obtaining in developing 
countries.    Further,   the  people   in  rural  areas  are   ignorant     of the 
better  and   safer medical treatments available   to-day. 

It is clear  therefore that  if drug consumption is to be 
more evenly    distributed,  an  all round development has  to  come 
about  in these  countries. 

Meanwhile,   some   simple  cures at least  mu st reach   the 
rural areqs.     In developed  coun'reis like Australia,   the rural 
people  are catered  to by flying doctors.    A  trained nurse   in  a 
remote area communicates the   symptoms of  the   disease of  the 
patient to a doctor  through wireless and the  doctor instructs 
whet to do.    Poor developing   countries    can not   afford  such 
methods.    Even proposals like a doctor travelling in  a van visi- 
ting  a villages every week are  considered too   costly   to   set up 
and  maintain.     So  a   system which would require  less investment 
and recurrir     expenditure  e-nd would make use of human resources 
available ir  called   for. 
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; In India,   the  rural health scheme now being implemented 
by  the Govt,  involves trainine a few colunteers on how to cure 
certain   simple diseases and giving the volunteer drugs worth 
Rs 600 p.a. 

The village head  man,   the school ten cher,  the '.ostmaster, 
ore »me people who  can be used  for this  purpose.    The  Govt, 
would have  to guard  itself to see   co that   these  barefoot   « doctors« 

do not profess to  know more than they do  and  cause  serious damages 
and  to set   to that   spurious drugs are not   administered  by these 
'doctors' . 

One important thing the governments  of  the developing  cou- 
tries should bear in mind is the fact that   the rural flok are, 
after all, using  some medical methods of  their own.    The  allo- 
pathic drugs are not necessarily the best   for all diseases.     So 
the Govts,  need not be  too pie-occupied with  the idea of  spreading 
use of allopathic  cures.    The  Govts   would        do well to   systema- 
tically   study  the existing methods of cure   and    o modify  them 
making them more effective.     This strategy  lb likely  to  work 
because it be  easy   to develop on what is already familiar to the 
rural   folk      The  doctors practicing  these   eystems of    medicine 
and the raw materials needed for these drugs would also be avail- 
able in rural areas.     So  the rural health   scheme of these  count- 
ries  should give  considerable  priority to   these already 
acceptied   systems of medicine. 

Certain instances of  family planning  practices used by 
tribals of India being more  effective than the popular allopathic 
methods have been reported.     Obviously  the  Govts would   stand  to 
benefit exploiting  such proven medicines and  practices. 

In developed   countries,  many  competent organisations com- 
pete with each other.     So  competition  can   see  to that   the prices 
of drugs are low.     The people are also more  affluent and   so  can 
pay for the drugs. 

In developing  countries the number  of  competent  manu- 
facturers is relatively   email.    The people   are striving hard 
even to   get   sufficient food and  shelter.     So, if the drug 
prices are let to be  determined by market  forces, monopolies 
will operate  therby  exploiting  the people.      So,  the intervention 
of  the Govt,  is called  for.    India has a Drug price Control  system. 
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It  should not  be thought that the role   of Govt,  is negative- 
like imposing various regulations.     Paradoxially,  even the  Govts, 
which want to  keep  the dru£ prices   low impose   various duties  i¡nd 
taxes therby countributing  to price  rise.     The   sovts..   can countri- 
bute  to  reduction in dru£ prices by  providing  inputs  like  raw 
materials, power, water, machinery at subsidised rates. 

While    fixing   the prices of drugs,   the govts,  in developing 
countries try  to  keep  the prices  £.8 low as possible because   the 
ability of the consumers to pay is less.    But  this acts 8s a 
regarding       factor in  the  supply  end  i.e.  because the drugs are 
not profitable enough,  entrepreneure    inveBt their resources 
elsewhere md* &  the  quantum of drugs produced   remains small. 
Govts,   should      therefore try  to keep the prices low by  supplying 
inputs at a cheaper    cost rather than by providing smaller profit 
margins. 
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'£•,3,   Regulation     of  prices  of Dru^s in  India 

In inn La,     the prices of drugs hrve leen under  control  for 
over a  decade.     For   the first  time   in   1962,  an  order was  pro- 
mulgated   which  r.-qui red      display  of  price  li cts.    This was   followed 
by  an amendment  to  the (Control  of Prices)    Crder,   freezing the 
prices of medicines   at  the level   prevailing   on   1st   April   1963. 
Ae  the  prices of vari ous raw materials  :nd other inputs were  not 
frozen  at the  came   time  this order adve   sely  affected  the  growth 
of   the  industry.     Government  introduced   a  system of  selective 
increase of prices  in  1966 and issued  the Drugs Prices (Display 
oc  Control)  Order in  June,   1966 which made it  obligatory  for the 
manufacturers to obtain prior approval of Government  before 
increasing  the  prices of any formulation.    By   subsequent amende- 
ments,  new drugs developed  through    original      research as well  B 

items marketed under pharmecopoeial names were  exempted   from the 
operation of price  control.    Government also   referred   to  the 
Taruff Commission for investigation of the  cost  structure  of 
17  selected essential bulk drupe  pnd asa result of  tl;eir   study, 
the Commission  recommended  fair  selling prices  for   these   items. 

The Drugs (Price Control)   order,   1970,   was promulgatad 0n 
16th May  1970.     This order was subsequently  amended  from time to 
time in  the light of  the  experience gained in  its working and 
suggestions received  from the    industry and  trade.    The salient 
features of the  Order are : 

i) Selling  prices of  17 essential bulk drugs,  in various forms 
wherever applicable, were  fixed by the  Government taking 
into account   the recommendations of the Tariff Commission. 

ii) Selling prices of other bulk drugs were frozen at  the level 
prevailing     immediately before the promulgation of  the  Order, 
and manufacturera or importers etc.    wore not  to  be permitted 

to  increase the selling prices of  the bulk drugs without prior 
approval of the Government for which details were required   to be 

furnished in   the prescribed   form. 
ill)      With regard  to formulations,   the  retail price    (Price to 

the consumer)  of a formala tion is arrived at after  taking 
into  consideration the ex-factory test,  which compre see 

of the material cost and manufacturing charges, based  on  the 
norms for conversion and packaging prescribed   under the Drugs 

(Price Control) Order.    On   the ex-factory cost a variable 
mark-up is provided   ranging from 75# in the case of formulations of 
essential drugs,   100?6 in the case  of new formulations evolved by 

product development work to improve the   therapeutic  efficacy 
and 150% in  the case of new   formulations     containing a new 
drug developed in India.  An alternate  scheme of pricing of 
formulations also provides higher mark-ups up to  1 50>ó in the 
case of formulations of other than essential drugs,  provided 
the overall  gross profit  before taxes does not exceed  15?» 
of the   sales turnover. 
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-'¿.4   Brand In 

One  of  the important aspects of   marketing     of pharmaceuticals 
being discusied   today  is whether or not  te drugs should be  sold 
by  brand nemes like all other consumer durables and non   durables. 
This question  is of greater relevance in developing countrte 
because 

i)  branding invloves a lot  of promotional   expenditure 
(whicö is avoidable),  making  drugs costlier. 

ii)  branding makes it    difficult    for demeetic manufacturée 
to   compete  with   subsidiaries of multinationals uain¿_   their 
established  brand  names,    thereby hindering        the growth of  indi- 
venoue industries. 

iii)  branding helps  some   firms to   sell drugs     nt    exhorbitant 
prices (much more than what is justified even by marketing expenses) 
though the drug nay technic&lly be   just as effective as other 
sold  under  generic names. 

iv)  A lot   of unnecessary  combinations of drugt, flood  the 
markets. 

In   developed     countries  vhere  "the game 01   survival of the 
fiktiest"   can be  played without  the   consumers suffering much because 
competition is intense in those countries and the  ability  of the 
consumers to  pay  is also more.     But  in developing  countries,   the 
competition  is not  strong enough to see to  that   the prices are 
reasonable.     So,   if a firm, because of its marketing strength,  is 
able   to establish a brand name,  it  can exploit  the  advantage 
and   the common man would  suffer. 

But    proponents       of brand name argue  that  the quality of 
druge can not be  ensured unless the  drugs    re branded.     Sourioue 
drugs can find easy entry and manufacturers will go unpunished. 

Still,  it  is felt that  at least in the  case of medicines 
for  common diseases should not be branded.    The Hathi Committee, 
appointtd by the Govt, of India, recommended, inter alia, abolition 
of brand names of drugs (Annexure       ) as an initial step.    In the 
long run, the committee felt,  all drugs should be     sold under 
gene rio   names. 

Others der eloping oountris can also initiate the process 
of da-branding« 
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/6*5 UbALITY C01.TROL  OVLR DU'üL IK   IliEIA 

1) The   drugs and Cosmetics Act,   1940 regul;tes theimport,   manu- 
facture, distribution  and  sale of drugs in   thie country.    Under  the 

provisions  of  this Act  aid Rules freuet?,  under this Act,   quality 

control is exercised over drugs thst are  imported   into   this  country 

as also over  those which re locally  manufactured.     The nature  of 

contorl exercised   over  imported  drugs  and   drugs manufactured   locally 
are  described  below :- 

2) COI.'TROL .Exercised     over  imported  drugs  : 

Al-   drugs which   - re imported  into   trie  country  are   inspected 

by the officers of the Drugs Control  Organisation of the Central 

Government  posted  at the ports  at  the   time  of import.     The labels 

of  such drugs are   scrutinised   to   see whether all  the particulars 

required  to  be   shown on   them including   the  claims  for the drugs re 

in conformity  with the provisions of   the Drugs and Cosmetics Act 

the Rules.     In  addition,   samples of  imported drugs  ere   deawn and 

sent   for test  to   the Central Drugs Laboiatory, Calcutta.     Incase 

the  samples  on test are  found not to  be comply with  the  prescribed 

standards,   the drugs are not  permitted  to  be imported.     Labelling 

deficiencies are   also got rectified    tefore   being permitted   entry 

into   the country. 

Whereas the conditions mention ed  above are  required to be 

fulfilled by   all d rugs at the  points of  entry into   this country 

before import  is permitted, biological and  special  products like 

sera and vaccines,  antibiotics,   surgical ligatures  and   sutures, 

vitamina and  hormones,  glandular products,   etc.  are,  inaidition, 

required to  be imported  under a licence under the  Indian Act.   The 

importer has  to   submit  an undertaking from  the manufacturer abroad, 

whose  products are to be imported  to  the  effect th.-t  the  conditions 

of manufacture required   to be  complied  with under the Indian Act 

are being  complied with by him and  that the   standards of drugs  and 

other provisions of the  Act and Rules will be complied with. 

Before granting licences for import,   it is ensured  that  the importer 

has adequate   storage  facilities for storing 

bioligical  and  thermolabile drugs.    The licensing  scheme enables 

the Central  Drugs Control Organisation   to keep a check over the 

distribution of these biological products in  the   country   subsequent 
to their import  and in case any batch,   during its movement in   the 
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country is reported  to  hr-ve   deteriorated,   the  importer  (licensee) 
en  be ra;-de   to  withdraw  the   defective  drug  from the market. 

3) Control  over drugs i.anufactured   in  the  country ; 

Under   the  Drut F and  Cosmetics .Act.    drugs can be manufactured 

only  a,ainrt   a  manufacturing  licence.     Manufacturers  should   satisfy 

the  following pre-rc-c;ui site  conditions to be  eligibe for a licence: - 

i) Employ  adequately   qualified  technical  personnel  to   supervise 
the   manufacturing operations; 

ii) Iaintain  hygienic and adequate premises  for the manufacture 
01  the various  categories of  drugs covered  by   the 
licence; 

iii)      Maintain necessary  equipments end appliences required  for 
the  manufacture of   the rug    proposta   to be manufactured; 

iv ) Test   the   raw materials used   for manufacture and  every  batch 
of the products manufacturée1   and  maintain  records     of the 
tt:rt  reports.    The  testing unit   should be  independent of 
the manufacturing   unit, 

v) '.'aintain  records and  registers   r.howin¿   the   distribution  of 
t:>e manufactured   products. 

manufacturing licences   are of  two  kinds.     The  conditions of 
manufacture   are  no; e  stringent   for biological  products including 
rem,  crccines,   etc.  than for  other drugs.     Drugs Inspectors 
inspect  Ji.<;    anufacturiiiC  premises and manufacturing licences  are 
^ranted only   if  theyr.re   satisfied  that  the  requirements of  the 
le._irlr.tion   aj v  complice   with.     Drugs inspectors  are also  empowered 
to  visit  + :.e    mufacturing   establishment  to   see if  the necessary 
Bafe/mardB     to  be  observed  during   the process of  manufacture  are 

¿roperly  observed   an c can   also   take a   samples  for  test. 

4) Standards for dru/;s : 

The   standards laid  down  for drugs which are imported or 
manufactured  are   the same and   according to   the  Schedule  to  the Act 
the Indian pharmacopoeia  is the  sole book  of  standards for the 
drug  included  in   it.    For drugs not included  in the Indian Phar- 
macopoeia,   the   standards laid  down in  the pharmacopoeia which  the 
drug   claims    to be  of, apply.     For patent  or proprietary medicines 
the  standard  is  the  formula or list of ingredients displayed in 
thr prescribe   nanner on  the  label of container. 

• 
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5) Control  over Lew Lrurs : 

Under  the provisions of  the DrugG and   Josmetice Act  control 
is exercised  over Kew L'rugs.     Importers  and  D anvfEcturex s of Hew 
Lruga, have  to   submit application-,  ^ivir^    L edicel 
literature  including details of the  phannacolo¿ iccl arici  toxicity 
studies e  rrieo   out with   the   drug.     The  medical  literature,   clinical 
reports  etc.   are  examined  and where necessary  opinions  of  expert 
bodies are also   ascertained.        After verification of  the above 
details only  these dru^s whose  efficacy and ' arralesrness rxe 
found   satisfactory  and which  re being marketed   in  the   country  of 
originare permitted  to be marketed  in   this  country.    Additional 
caution is also   taken by which the  lebel  or literature  thct i s to 
accompany the drug 3 re   scrutinised   and  suitable  caution note  is 
required  to be inserted  in  the label  and  literature.     In case any 
adverse reactions are reported,   the drug is not  permitted to  be 
marketed. 

The  regulatory measures under the Drugs and Cosmetics Act 
are in force  for the last  thirty years.     Enforcement of the 
regulatory measure in respect  of drugs which are locally manufact- 
ured or which are distributed  in the country  is  the responsibility 
of the  State Governments and  the Central Govt,   is responsible  for 
making uniform rules and regulations for observance by manufactur- 
ers and importers,   for laying down standards      for drugs and also 
for regulating  the quality of drugs imported into  the   country. 
In order to make  sure that  the  standards of enforcement are uniform 
and that the conditions of manufacture are   same throughout  the • 
country,  the Central Government has established  Zonal Offices and 
laboratories to  assist   States    in    toning Drugs  Standard Control. 

The testing facilities available wit^i the Central   Govt. 
have been placed at the disposal of the  States and the intention 
is to assist  the  States to develop  their own  testing facilities. 
Several States are already having testing laboratories of their own. 

Thera ara 2,657 drug manufacturing firms in India, of which 
about 125 are in the ]arge and medium ecale  sector and  the 
remaining 2,532 in the snail   scale sector. 
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The  total number of Drugs Inspectors in  the  country now 
including- the Central Druf s Inspectors is 4545. 

The  turn over of  the drug industry in India today is 
estimated   to  be of  the order  of lis.7,000 million, 

*• pro gratarle for training for Drug Inspector?, is conducted 
regularly  in   the   country   -nd   so far  2 50 Drugs Inspectors have 
undergone  such training.     A  training programme for Drug 
analysis is  aise   conducted   at the Central Drugs Laboratory 
where training in   the modern  techniques of drugs manufacture is 
imparted.     A  training Programme is also  conducted  for the 
Drug Control  Officers in  the  manufacture  and    testing   of  3era  and 
Vaccines at   the Central Research Institute,   Kasauli. 
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6.7 SUCTION V : Constraint .g of Patent nro^inn.-»^ 
.^elusiva own^ah^p of Proc^^^TT 
logie«  *nH   ¡ftp"  "" " 'WW     V- 

The drugs and pharmaceutical industry is highly research 

intensive,   very competitive and secretive.    There is  a very high 

rate of obsolescence of products due to  discovery of new ^d  better 

dru^s  and the changing pattern of disease conditions.     Diere  is 

thus   a constant need to  develop new technology for the production 

of known drugs particularly for import  substitution and self 

reliance and also  to develop new drugs for disease conditions 

prevalent in the  area. 

Research requires much money and time.    Many products 

should be screened before one commerciai- useful drug  can be found. 

It involves a lot of uncertainty.    From the identification to 

commercial  exploitation it can take about eight years,   if «not 

more.    One can  understand the financial backing this would call for. 

Developed nations  spend more than 5* of sales turnover on tticD. 

Since the sales turn over is high this represents a lot of money. 

In developing nations,  where the sales turnover is low,   the 

percentage spent on R&D is less than one percent.    One of the main 

reasons  is that the companies operating in developing  countries are 

subsidiaries of multi-nationals.    The multinational have a central 

R*D unit and do not encourage R&D expenditure in foreign subsidian es. 

The  developing nations  lag so far behind in this  field  that it is 

not unusual for one to find a drug, which is fast on its way out In 

the developed world,  being introduced in developing countries.  So 

it is not rewarding for developing nations to Invest their scarce 

resources in R&D to develop new drugs. 

At present, R&D units in developing countries are 

engaged in process improvements and in process development. India 

has achieved some   success in this regard.    Even when a technically 
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feasible process is developed,   the cost of raw materials in 

developing countries render the process useless and the  entire 

effort  spent on developing the process will have to be written  off. 

Nevertheless,   the developing  countries have  succeeded 

in developing their own technology for well known drugs  and in 

improving upon the technology  they imported.    The very fact  that 

these countries have  set up facilities and have attained confidence 

to developed processes for "complex"  drugs  shows  that given the 

resources,   they would also be able to  compete with ftiD units in 

developed countries. 

-?•*        fis search and Pavfilopmoflt in India in the fle.U of Drugs: 

The Government of India has been laying considerable 

emphasis on the promotion of ttScD and its uti) isation  by industry 

and has taken  various  steps in  this  direction.    Apart from  setting 

up its own laboratories,   the  Government lias also  given  incentive 

to the industry  in the form of  income-tax relief for the establish- 

ment of ft&D laboratories.    In order to encourage  commercialisation 

of technology developed by National Laboratories,  the Government 

has recently taken  a decision to  exempt  from licensing provisions 

any capacity which  Is established on the basis of a technology 

developed   oy a National Laboratory.    This facility will  be available 

in respect of  sponsored research undertaken by  such laboratories. 

Research & Development in this field is carried out by 

three types of organisations - 

1* Research and development units within the industry* 

2* Government research laboratories« 

3. Institute of Technology and Post-graduat¿ depart- 
ments of Universities* 

R&D laboratories in the country have been set up 

mainly by some of the larger units in the organized sector.    In 
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the public sector.    Hindustan Antibiotics Limited and Indian Drugs 

& Pharmaceuticals Lim." "ed have their own full fledged RàcD divisions. 

In the private sector,  research laboratories like 3arabhai  Research 

Centre,   Ciba Research C^tre,   and those  associât 3d with  Alembic 

Chemical Works  Company,  Un ich em Laboratories,   Rahbaxy Laboratories, 

Themis  Group,  Cadilla Laboratories,  Bengal Immunity Research Institute, 

may be mentioned.    The main emphasis of these laboratories  has been 

on   solving \ lant problems,  process improvements, which Includes 

recovery procedures,   bye-product utilization, process control, 

Import  substitution of raw materials,   enforcement of quality control 

measures and standardisation of process for production of new drugs. 

Some of the bigger research units are also working on development of 

new  drugs.    The overall investment in R&D is  estimated to   be about 

fc.30 million, which is less than i¿ of  the turnover.    But this figures 

is  far too inadequate considering the high research needs  of this 

industry.    Amongst the Government research laboratories,  the Central 

Drugs nesearch Institute,  Lucknow,  under the CSIR,  is devoted 

exclusively to problems related to all  aspects of pharmaceuticals and 

drugs research.    It is one of the few laboratories in the country 

which has  a strong scientific base and the whole range of  infrastruc- 

tural facilities necessary for new drug  development.    In addition, 

the following laboratories of the CSIR undertake problems  connected 

with the development of technology for drugs and intermediates  s 

1. National Chemical Laboratory, Pune. 
2. Indian Institute of Experimental Medicine, Calcutta. 
3. Regional Research Laboratory,  Hyderabad. 
4. Regional Research Laboratory, Jorhat. 
5. Regional Research Laboratory, Jammu. 
6. National Botanic Gardens, Lucknow 
7» Central Indian Medicinal Plants Organization,  Lucknow. 

These laboratories have helped the industry by  (l) 

standardizing technology for the production of known drugs   and 

intermediates;   and (ii)   establishing proper agronomic conditions 

» 
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for the cultivation of medicinal plants and evolving new varieties 

of plants.    A large proportion of work  in these laboratories is 

sponsored by the industry. 

7.?     Conatraints of F a tent protection and exclus! VP Hyfif.B 
to know-how on  over-all davalopmant   : 

Patents  are granted to inventors  so that the organisation 

which has   spent money for the purpose would have exclusive rights 

to use the invention for  a particular period during which it  can 

recover the money  spent  and can earn  a reasonable  profit.    This 

kind of protection fostered development of new machines  and processes. 

But it can  also be  argued that the inventor firm  is allowed to have 

a monopoly and thus  exploit the community. 

Patent laws differ from country  to country.    The Us 

provides protection to processes and products.    In India patents 

are given  to processes only.    In general, more the protection, 

greater is tie development activity in a country. 

Th j developing countries do not  suffer more due to patent 

protection given to a company than a rival  company in the developed 

country Itself.    In fact,  the patent  laws  should not be of much 

concern to  developing countries at least for quite sometime to come. 

The time lag between the time at which  a new drug  is patented in a 

developed country  and the time at which the  drug finds  sufficient 

market in a developing country so as to warrant indigenous production, 

is  at least as long as the protection period.    Therefore,  in effect 

the patent laws are not a major hurdle to Drug industry at least 

today.    There are many  cases in which   the patent period has expired 

long  since but still the know-how is not available at a reasonable 

price.    A few companies who have the technology use various factics 

like charging very high price for intermediates and outright refusal 

to sell the technology so that the developed country finds it 

cheaper to import the finished products.    V*iat the developing 
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countriet  have to fight is this kind of  collusion  between interna- 

tional manufacturers.  It  is only by intervention of Govts, of developed 

countries that  such problems can  be solved. 

The foregoing refers only to  the patent  protection granted 

to  processes and produces  in developed countries.     rtS regards the 

patents  granted in developing  countries,   if  the protection does not 

exist,  no entrepreneur or  subsidiary of  a foreign   company will 

introduce a process,     so  there must be  some protection to the processes 

developed. 

Since the  aim,   after all,  is  to  see to  that better drugs 

are  available to  the   society at reasonable prices,   the Governments 

should use controls  which would ensure adequate supply and reasonable 

prices.    Price controls  are already existent   in  some of these countries. 

If  the  Government feels  that the demand for  a drug is more than   the 

quantity a company which holds the patent is  williri;;  to  sell  (or  is 

capable  of producing)   the Government may force the  company to transfer 

the know-how to another which  is willing to produce it,   seeing  to 

that the  company which nolds the patent is  able  to   sell  the amount 

it   intends to  sell. 

7*3      NQflfl. tQ organise rtfcP activity rilrp^pd  +•ard3 bridgtn* technology    gap«. ""'•"    — »rmv^,    X-fl> mw,j.    * 

As already  said,  *i*D is a costly and time consuming activity. 

Developing countries which have less than adequate resources can not 

afford to waste money or time.    So, the governments of these 

countries have a responsibility not only  to   see to  that individual 

research  units do not   duplicate efforts or engage in non-priority 

drugs,   but aso to pool  their resources  together and develop drugs 

and know-how which they need.    Left to  themselves,   the HxD units 

may  engage in    drugs of low-volumes-high-value luxury drugs which 

have no priority in these countries. 
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It is essential therefore that the governments In these 

countries  draw up  a national priority list and allocate work on 

each  drug to  a few HuD units.  In this manner,  duplication can  be 

avoided and the resources  could be used better.    Secondly,  these 

governments  can forra a consortion of  ••Concorde" type so  that the 

burden of research is snouldered by more tnan one   country and the 

benefits also spread to more than one country« 



b.o SECTION  _  VI 
NEEDED FOH  DEVELOPMENT Ob'  D & P   :.NDÜSTRY 

Drugs and Pharmaceutical Industry is essentially a consumer 

product industry.    Like all consumer product industries,  it is it-self 

a consumer of  a lot  of Industrial raw materials  and  services.    Thus, 

it is dependent very on chemical  (including  starch)   industry i'or 

raw materials,  on  engineering industries for machinery and equipment 

(for manufacture,   storage and transport),  and on packaging industry. 

It requires expert main power to  design,   fabricate,   operate and 

maintain the machinery and for B&D in process development and improve- 

ment.    So the following are some the essential  infrastructure needed 

for setting up  a viable pharmaceutical  industry  t 

a) 

b) 

c) 

d) 

e) 

A well established fine chemical industry 

Packaging  industry 

Engineering industry 

ungine er in g  institutions-both  educational  and 
consultancy 

H &  D institutes. 

A brief description of the status of engineering industry 

is presented as Annexure-I.    The design   skill India has acquired 

has been  is described below s 

8.1        fifltoUafl aifiiflQoriag * 

Detailed engineering of a project involves the conversion 

of the basic engineering data or process package obtained from the 

process licensor into designs and drawings needed for the procurement 

and construction work.    Various disciplines involved in this work 

basically relate to civil and structural, mechanical, heat exchangers 

and vessels, piping and layout,  electrical and instrumentation. 

In a professional organisation specialising in the 

implementation pf projects (Engineering  Contractors)  these diverse 

activities  are carried out by specialist functional  groups. 
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In  general the  activities of the  various  functional 

groups  are  as follows  t 

a) Civil <k  Structural   »     This  group  is responsible  for fina- 

lising  the site development,   architectural features  and 

detailed  design of buildings,  detailed  design of equipment 

foundations  and preparation  of riocuments  for  civil  and 

structural contracts. 

b) Mechanical  :  The mechanical department provides  specialist 

service  for trie  selection of  bought-out   equipment such  as 

pumps,   compressors,   conveyorë etc.  and furnishes design 

specifications  for  custom made equipment  such   as vessels, 

agitators, heat  exchangers,   etc.  They also check the drawings 

and performance data furnished by the equipment suppliers 

and fabrication  contractors. 

c) Pining   ;    The piping  group  is responsible for preparing the 

equipment layout drawings,  piping  layout  drawings,   specifi- 

cations   for pipes,   valves and accessories,  quantity 

estimates for the installation materials,   specifications 

for thermal insulation, painting etc. Scale models of plants 

which  are now-a-days   extensively used for finalising  the 

*    plant layout,  piping routing,   valve locations  etc. are also 

prepared undor the control of the piping group. 

d) fiLflCtrlCal  :    The electrical group  is responsible for the 

preparation of  specifications  for  bought-out  items  such as 

transformers,  switch gears,   cables,  lighting fittings etc. 

single line dia-graras,  power distribution layouts,  light- 

ing layouts,  and schedules and quality  estimates for the 

installation materials. 

®) Instrumentation  :    The instruments group prepares specifica- 

tions for  all the instruments,  instrument layout drawings, 

layout drawings for instrument panels and quantity take-offs 

for the installation materials. 
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<¿.¿L~  Consultancy,   Process Engineering,    Design and 
Project Management  

About two decades   of technological planning have 

brought us now to an intermediate stage in technological 

development which can be  considered as a take-off  stage 

for achievement of self-reliance in the Chemical and 

Pharmaceutical Machinery  industry.    The country should 

now be prepared to be self-sufficient  in all aspects of 

new project m nae/ement.     New project management  involves 

a number of activities   like i 

a) Market Survey 

b) Selection of Location. 

c) Selection of right process and know-how. 

d) Planring for finance. 

e) Detailed process  engineering and Design for 
équipant and plant. 

f )  Procurement of   right materials and planning for 
equipment fabrication. 

g) Man-power planning recruitment and training. 

h)  Installation of  equipment. 

i) Test Run and start-up of Plant. 

j) Regular Routine   production. 

While all these activities are paris of successful 

Project Management,   the nain problems that are faced in a 

developing country .lifce ours centre around  the «election 

of the right process know-how and process engineering end 

design of equipment.    These are tht crucial activities 

which ultimately make  —....,• - _. . 

• 
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the project a success  or otherwise.    Even where  a good 

process know-how is  available,  the next  important   factor 

for the success of any project is proper process engineering 

and design.    The problems  faced in the country in regard 

to process engineering  and design are f~midable.     Hardly 

and  process data are  available for design purposes.    This 

situation heeds  immediate attention.    Creation  of  "data 

banks"  should be taken up immediately for all  processes 

that   are avaladle at  present and for  the new  processes 

that will be developed  in  future.    This applies to both for 

processes developed  in the country  as well as  those  purchased 

from overseas. 

Development of accurate data on process  heads  extensive 

Research and Development  activitity and Pilot   Plant  studies. 

Here again,  facilities   in the country are very meagre.    Further 

Research and Development   and  Pilot Plant studies  are not 

well planned and directed towards definite objectives. 

liven where design data    are available,  non-availability 

of right kind of material for fabrication of equipment and 

lack of development  of sophisticated manufacturing techniques 

for specialized equipment  pose serious problems. 

Firms taking up projects for manufacture of chemicals 

prefer to choose a short cut in in buying the entire know-how, 

process, design and engineering details and even equipment 

when they contract for transfer of foreign technologies to 

thiB country. These firm», justifiably or not, want to 

avoid even the s lightest of risk factors Involved in 

supporting and developing indigenous design capabilities. 
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Not  only t here  is a market  absence of deiire to encourage 

local talent  for engineering and design   activities      but  local 

design engineers are not even associated  in the technology 

buying  process.     This   shows  that managements  inv^lveo are not 

innovation minded.    They also do not  have the desire to work 

with the Indian design and engineering firms.     However,  the 

recent  trend  in Government  policier  towards s.If-reliance  is 

quite encouraging  and  it  is hoped that  Indian engineers would be 

associated in all phases  of new project  activities starting 

from market  survey,  engineering, design,   construction and onerat- 

ion.     Only with a bold  policy of taking certain calculated 

risks,   it  is possible to develop local talent  for undertaking 

new projects  in all their aspects. 

It  can be added  that even if a country has to buy a new 

technology,   it should have capable engineers with a experience 

in a variety of design and developing activities to bargain 

and get  the best technology and know-how from foreign 

countries. 

* 
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S.l       Training   : 

It has been emphasised that pharmaceutical industry is 

technically more complex.    Apart from the operation of machinery,  there 

are complex tasks like testing of in process material, which can  be 

performed only by personnel qualified to do this. 

As a long term measure,  developing countries will have to 

set up  educational institutions in the fields of chemical engineering, 

Chemistry,  pharmacy etc. When talents for even  teaching are hard to 

find  in  a country,  those for running an  industry,  will have to be 

imported for  some  time.    Where the talents are not there at all, 

experts from other countries can be taken on a short  term contract and 

during their stay,  local personnel  can be got  trained.    Also,  qualified 

nationals  can be sent to factories of reputed firms in countries 

where this industry is developed,   for a short term on the job training. 

Developing countries who do not have either the pharmaceu- 

tical  industry or educational Institutions catering to this industry, 

should start  both on a limited scale without wasting  any further  time. 

Only when   such a start is made countries lagging behind can hope to 

become  self reliant in a foreseeable future. 

It is worth pointing out at this point that some countries 

which are developing in the sence that their percapita incomes are 

low are fairly well developed in this  regard, x^or example India has a 

good institutional set up for education in most fields of science and 

technology.    Also,  Indian Pharmaceutical Industry is  also developed to 

such a level in which it has competence and confidence of handling 

complex machinery and processes. In the field of hkD not only have 

Indian firms been able to improve upon imported technology but «i, 

to develop economical processed for many known drugs. For a late 
so 
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comer with  less than adequate resources this  achievement is commen- 

dable. It hardly needs to be pointed out that  countries of the 

developing world can use the experience  India has gained,   to their 

benefit.    Co-operation in  the field of   technical training  between 

developing  countries woulo be cheaper and the  knowledge gained  uy a 

trainee would be more relevant in his country   than   that gained In 

a developed country. 

Apart from this kind of co-operation between two countries, 

some countries of the developing world can enter into regional 

co-operation and set up a pharmaceutical plant management centre in 

a relatively more developed country of the third world in  that region. 

A proposal  to  set up a Pharmaceutical Industry  Development  Centre in 

India with  unaid is being discussed.    Such centres,  needless to  say, 

would go a long way in helping  the under  developed countries  especially 

those lagging  behind in Pharmaceutical Industry in  becoming  self reliant« 

in man power within the foreseable  future. 

« 
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Section VI  (a) 

CHUICA! II.^i'S   ¿.ili  i-uCO^So j VUI^ùLAIT, 

Type   of  ¿quínola at Present  status 

1.a)  Vessels,   i re ssuro 
vessels,   :>r;it'i>     t¿-.nks, 
silos,  bins etc. 

b)  Specialised equipment 
glasslined,  rubber    lined 
plastic coated and 
iVbreßiaRR      based 
equ i pr:<ení 

c)  Agitators of various 
types with reduction 
geaxs and various other 
mixing equipment 

2. Transfer equipment such 
as pumps make of SS, rubber 
lined, PVC, IIS, 01 or Bronte 
blowers, conveyors elevator« 
and other material handling 
equipment. 

At  present  there  is  adequate 
manufacturing facility as well 
as design capability  in the 
country for fabrication of this 
type of equipment  in MS.    Monel, 
Oopper,   Aluminium and S.S.    One 
of  the  shops even offers    fabri- 
cations in tantalum,   zirconium, 
tungsten etc. 

There is adequate capacity for 
rubber lined equipment and the 
quality is also satisfactory. 
Glasslined steel equipments are 
pvaiubie indigenously from 

some manufacturers.     However, 
only one unit has been developing 
in an organized way.    Ivan this 
unit needs a lot of experience 
before it can make   and deliver 
satisfactorily equipment speci- 
ally for high temperature 
pressure operations. 

A number of companies fabrioate 
all types of these  equipments 
tr customers' design and speci- 
fications«    Some manufacturers 
offer designing facility also. 

Most of the types of pusps ars 

manufactured within the country. 
SS Castings and forgins acti- 
vities have also started and 
this has facilitated development 
of indigenous manufacture of 
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3.    High vacuum Molecular 
Distillation equipment. 

SS Pumps.     Diaphragm pumps with rubber, 
Neoprene  or  Teflon Jiaphrajms   sre made 
extensively by a numb r  of companies. 
All  types   and  sizes  of eonveyors, 
blowers,   elova*;ors,   travelling cranes 
and. ether  mcteri^l h-ndling equipment 
are  made   indigenously. 
Laboratory  size  Molecular distillation 
equipment   i¿  ^vail^ble, 

4. Vacuum   Equi pirent    like   .«ater 
ring vacuuui pumps,  steam 
eject   'S  and high vacuum 
pump. 

5. Separation equipment in- 
cluding    mter   presses, 
centrifuges, screens and 
cyclones duSt   Collectors, 
clarifiers,   liquid/liquid 
extractors. 

6. Heat Exchangers,  Distillation 
columns,  Evaporators and 
Crystallizers. 

7. Thermal equipment including 
rotary vacuum dryers,  fludi- 
zed bed dryers spray dryersi 
drum dryers, etc. 

./ater rin¿ pumpa, -:-j*„ctors and other 
hi¿h vacuum systems arc indigenously 
available. 

Plate   and frame filler  presses  in 

wood, CI  & SS etc  are  made  indigenously. 
Also made   are SS pressure  filters of 
sparkler   type.     All types of batch 
vertical centrifuges  and  fully auto- 
matic  sugar centrifuges  are  made  in 
the country.    So  also dust   no Hectors 

c;, clone and clarifiers and    most of 
pollution control equipment. 

A31  t pes   including   shell    and  tube,   fin- 
tube   and nlate heat exchangers  are 
made  in the country.     Design for 
some   are  proprietory and restricted 
for use.     Evaporators and crystalli- 
sers can be  obi ained of  standard 
sizes or built to customers'  designs. 

Most of  the  equipment has been fabricated 

indigenously. 



3ize  reduction équipant ^uite   a number   of  companies  have 
including crushers,  ball developed design capabilities   and 
•ills,   tabe  mills,   hardii.¿      fabrication of all  typea of size 
tailla,   pebble  mills,   ham^.r     reduction equipment.    Of recent 
mills  reducti^nzers etc. development  is the fabricationof 

refuct ionizers. 

9. Electrical equipment 
incluí :n,j   ictoin,    Genera- 
tor 3,   diesel   venerators,  • 
el?ctriciil tronc formers, 
sv;i UCIJ -e-ar ,   viriouj ty ^s 
of  ct alters,   crblr"~,  ex- 
plosion proof  -noters  and 
ace -sr jrios. 

10.  Pipec,   valvHu   ana  firtin;; 
of   various  types   and of 
different   ..et^riüls of 
cons iruct ion. 

/ill types of electrical equipment 

including diesel jenerators upto 
a  size   of 150 KVA   are being made 
within   tn- country and the fabri- 
cation    capaci ti-es     3re  a]S0 adequate. 

rt large  number  of companies are 
manufacturing pipe  fitting« and 
valvos  nade  of CI,   Ruboer  lined, 
Polyjtnylene  lined valves 33 
valves  of    different t   types  and 
¿losslined valves necessary for 
tue  aru¿s and pharmaceutical 
industry are   available. 

11.   Ventilation  equipment 
including fans,   blowers 

and air  handling equipment 
etc. 

A large number  of companies are 
manufacturing these to customers 
sizes  and in some   sizes there 
are standard designs also. 

'i2.   Services equipment  like 
steam boilers,  refriger- 
ation compressors   and 
oil free  air  compr  ssors 
cooling towers etc. 

There   are 3 to 4 companies making 
well designed package boilers 
of   différent    sizes.    Manufacture 
of refrigeration   compressors 
upto   about 500 tonnes had just  % 

been started.    Production of <±1 
free  air compr .: por s from 3000 
to 5OOO eft.  p^i   minute has been 

started by one   or   two companies. 
There   are one   or  two compdniee 
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There  are  one  or  two companies who  are 
able  to undertake designing and building 
ccoling towers to customers' ne- ds. 

13.  Water deionisation, 
softening and effluent 
treatment plants« 

There are number  of  companies     manufacturing 
water softening  and deionisation plants. 
Resins required for deionisation and delka- 
lisation  are being manufactured within the 
country.     At least two  or  three units  have 
designing  and installing capability for 
effluent treatment plants. 

14.   Hydrogen Jells-ulcct.ro- 
lytic  cells to pre luce 
bydrojenetc. 

There  is  one company makin;* electrolytic 
cells to produce hydrogen and they also 
offer turn-key services. 
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^¿ìCLVIJM    Vix 

Policy Imperatives-need for clear cut National 
Health Policy-specifying b .undary limits to lie 
Industry.  

'ß.\       National Health Policy 

For any programme to succeed,   a  defenite objective  is 

a ntuPt.     Only then the nersonnel in charge  of  implementation 

v/ill  ;-,ave  a  clear  idea  of what   their job is.     Also,   such 

a Etatdvrnt would enable the evaluation of the progress and 

corree : i ~>n:   and rtune<..i¿.l me.r.iireí   to  be taken whenever 

nei.'üeo.     uo  a definite  National Health Policy is   called   for, 

if the Govt, seriously want:,  itL   citizens to oet  the bcir>ic 

Health needs 

The national health policy  should spell  ~>ut  the kind 

of  facilitiec   the citizens  are to be   provided  freely,  the 

extent  of   coverage  intenueu,   the priority health care  is 

be given in national plr.nninq and drugs which are considérée" 

ersential  and  therefore must be  available at  rea:    nable  uricee, 

the minimum health standards  the Govt,   v/ould try  to   -rovide 

to    every citizen,  the percentage of national income to be 

npent  on health etc.    auch a statomont would help the Govt, 

and others  to estimate the demand for drugs  and thus help 

in planning.     It would  also gave the  Industry a sense of 

•tability and clear direction.    The officials would be able 

to . function   with a clenr direction. 
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'.?•$.        National  Science and Technology Policy 

The w/r   nol^cy of  the Govt,  setfj  the direction of 

research in more than one way.    Firrtly,   it   set;;  the  out nut 

e:.;Dectef;   out   of   the research effort: .     ¿ieconf'ly,   itr   rets 

the   priority among van ou;   reeearch  Projects,    ^hirdly,   it 

s-eci.;   es whet   ;:ind  of technology   (e.g.   labour-intensi ve, 

automatic etc.)   the Govt,   is   looking   tor.     :» clear under- 

standing cf the Vjew 0f the Govt,   regerem    theee  in 

the minds of  administers   of i«£d) labore tories  is  a murt   if 

the resources   spent  on J*&I> are to yield any uteful recuits. 

In the  Indian context,  the Govts,   empties is on ¿s&D 

in Drugs Industry is on developinq  indigenous technologies 

for  druqj which are of an epidemic nature  in India  li :e 

chlortcuin and  primaguin  for malaria.     As for as  other 

fields are concerned,  the Govt, wants   its   laboratories  to 

develop technologies which would use the  resources 

available in the country  li :e man power,   cattle, miner-Is, 

co«. 1 etc. 
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'9.3     administration of National Health Propranur*» 

Security of   citizens from deseases is  one of the primary 

'•'">sks  of any Govt.    The  task of Govttj.  of developing cc untries 

i:i  more difficult  because the   p*_or  incomes   of  the   .Te: pie  compel 

them  to  lihe in unhygienic conditions  and  have unhealthy  fotd 

habits  thereby creating  conditions  facuur:'ole to attack  and 

spread  of diseases.    Unfortunately,   the disease  prone people  can 

not   afford to pay for their heath care.    Govt,  hospitals are 

the  only source  of remedy to most  people. 

Many factors  complicate the task of these Govts.    Unhygienic 

conditions  of   living and unhealthy food habits have already 

been referred to.     The  innocence arising out  of illiteracy is 

another    major factor.    The population of the  developing 

countries is huge  relative to their resources  and  is spread 

over vast  arec s. 

The Indian Govt, hus a full fladged Ministry of Health 

and Family Welfare whose activities include not only cure or 

prevention of diseases but also to   administer    nutrition  programme» 

family planning,   mec ical research and regulation of    dealing 

in dru 8. 

Health .s a  concurrent subject  in the sense that both 

state and Union Govt, together  administer health program«. 

Bach diitrict headquarters has  a Govt. Hospital with specialised 

facilities.    Apart from these there are various Govt, hospitals 

supplementing these hospitals.     Employées of State and Cenral 

Govts, are covered by employée« state insurance Bcfreme   and 

Central Government Health Schema,  In which a nominal amount 

la collected from all employees and any amount of medical 

servloe needed is  provided by Govt, hospitals to the   families 
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of  tuese employees.     For the general  public,   ia_í t   ,ie¿lth services 

are   free or are  providec at   a  n ' uni  c  ft. 

Lost  Govern, ,ent  hospitulü   aro   locateci   xn urban  .nel  se;,i- 

urban areas  because  only  in t.K.-.e  ureao,   the  inf ••.•.¿tr.nturo 

reçu i red  for maintaining g. jd  h.spit als   is  av. i lab le.     Jut   in 

any developing  country,   due to tue ooriculturecil  orient db.- n, 

more  thr.n ICf,', uf the  people   live  in rur.il  arc¿.: .      'hu;;   on1 y 

a  small   part  of the  population h;.:i-  op..r>   aces:;  t"   t-he ' ">if»rn 

health facilitiez  the Govt,   o fers. 

It  is  to remedy this situation  t.i,¡.   'he Gov;..    i s  embpr-.ed 

on a  liural Health -cheme. 

This  scheme  involves  training  a  few v   1unter.    in 

identifying diseases   from external  .-ympt->net;  and  di.;pen; ing 

simple m< dicines.     The idea  is  tiu.t   at   le st  tnose disease 

wnich Lhow easily recognisable  ¿ymptonu-  and  for \nach wel] 

established medici e s e:;ist  should bo cured  as  a  first   step. 

The    volunteer      who is  trained  is not   purported  to be a doctor 

at  all.    The volunteer getb Bs.  600 worth of medicines  free 

every year. 
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'ívR+iíiw+in    iiov^1 ^r-«Tt   -r"  ; n..r:, ¿oc . t icol   Tiiuu.st r-.v . 

The development of pharmaceutical Industry in any country 

hasi of necessity, to pass through several distinct phases. The 

phasing would of course depend upon a number of factors, such as 

the status of the supporting fine and heavy chemical industries, 

production of equipment and ancillaries and available expertise, 

public health measures and ui addition        the resource position  t 

The pattern 01  phasing of development of pharmaceutical 

industries in developing  countries  could be » 

Phase I 

i) Initiation of national health scheme, including family 

planning programme, 

ii) Identification of essential drugs 

ili)        Import of formulated drugs,   including vaccines and sera 

iv) Evolution of distribution system 

v) Drug control organization for enforcement of quality 

control for the drugs imported 

ttULflfi-Il 

i) Import of bulk drugs 

11) Production of heavy inorganic chemicals 

ill)       Production of packaging materials 

iv) Production of simple family planning devices,   such as 

conduoms, IUD's  etc. 

v) Production of formulated drugs,  including creams and jellies 

for family planning programme from imported bulk drugs 

vl) Production of vaccines and seras 

vii)       Expansion of activities of the drug control organization 

to cover licensing of production units« 



?hm III 
1) Production galenicals» phyto-chemical s and simple 

animals' products,  such as  liver extracts. 

ii) Import of penultimate intermediates and production  bulk 

drugs therefrom 

ili)        Production of simple pharmaceutical processing machinery 

iv) Heavy Inorganics. 

ffaasfl IV 

i) Production of  synthetic        bulk drugs,  including oral contra- 

ceptives from basic stage 

il) Production of heavy organic intermediates 

ill)        Production of sophisticated pharmaceutical machinery 

iv) Production of antibiotics and   <r; 

v) Production of sophisticated formulations,   such as 

sustained release preparations 

Production of phyto chemical s involves relatively simple 

technology and can be easily taken  up in the first phase of 

development of the pharmaceutical industry.    Sven if some of the 

plants used as raw material are not  Indigenous  to a particular 

country,   they can be introduced if the agro-climate is suitable. 

The equipment required for the production is also not sophisticated« 

It is true that over the years the number of plant drugs used has 

declined greatly, due to replacement by more potent synthetics and 

antibiotics.    Yet, there are a sufficient number of them still in 

use in modern medicine to sustain a reasonable : > industry. 

These are  t 

1) Ephedrine 

il) Caffeine 

ill)        Morphine 

iv) Codeine 

•) Rutin 



vi)    Strychnine and brucine 

vii)   Sennosides 

vili)  Digoxin 

ix)    Berberine 

x) Ergot alkaloids 

xi) un e tin e 

xii) quinine and quin i din e 

xiil)      Papaverine 

xiv)        Xanthotoxin 

xv) Vinocamine 

xvi)        Glycyrrhiza products 

Moreover,  some phyto chemicals  are used as starting materials 

for the p roduction of various drugs.    Such plants could be cultivated 

for the isolation of starting materials  for further processing within 

the country and perhaps also for export«    These include Diosocorea spp, 

Solanum spp*,  Cos tus.    In fact    ^e   production of simpler steroids 

such as te sto-s toron e and progesterone,   and some intermediates for 

more complex steroid drugs,  can be easily    taken up by those countries 

which can grow Dioscorea spp. or Solanum spp. Some plants are also the 

source of some pharmaceutical auxiliaries,  such as mucilages and gums* 

Both from the economic as also from the public health point 

of view, effective use of sera and vaccines is in the long run a much 

better insurance against disease.    Therefore,  considerable emphasis 

should be laid on the production and mass use of immunologicals. Sven 

in the research institutes greater emphasis should be laid on the 

development of imm uno- di agnostic and prophylactic agents* 

In addition to these drugs accepted in modern medicine,  a 

number of plants are used in every country in their traditional 

systems of medicine.    In fact, use of traditional house-hold 
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remedias is  strongly entrenched In many developing countries.    If one 

were to estimate the amount of money spent on modern medicines and 

traditional medicines in different countries, the money spent on the 

latter would far exceed the expenditure on the former.    It is, 

therefore,  neceeeary  for those countries which have well developed 

indigenous systems of medicine to consider these problems and to try 

to integrate proven traditional remedies into modern therapeutics. 

After all the basic purpose is to provide medical relief at a price 

which the people and the country can afford.    What perhaps could be 

done is to standardise the methods of production and formulation of 

traditional remedies and prescribe specifications of quality and thus 

promote their wider use. 

CholC«   Of   Tpchnology 

Pharmaceutical technology is one of the most highly developed 

and sophisticated of technologies among chemica^based industries. 

There is no denying the fact that developed countries have greatly 

contributed in this field both in terms of development of new drugs 

as also development of technology for their formulation and dosage 

forms.    Therefore,  ideological considerations should not be allowed 

to stand in the way of availing of such technology and expertise from 

firms in developed countries.    What is necessary is to take due care 

in delineating and selecting the areas where technological collabora- 

tion with firms in developed countries is inescapable and then to 

regulate and direct the operation of such firms.    Oils should of 

course,  be restricted mainly to bulk drugs,    and out of various forms 

of technology acquisition outright purchase leads to least subservience 

to foreign technology as has been shown by the experience of countries 

like Japan. 

For promoting technological development,  the decision-naker 

in a developing country is sometimes faced with a difficult choice. 
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On the on« hand, there is need to develop  quick production of an 

Item, on the other It Is equally Important to develop self-sufficiency 

and self-reliance*    Development of all technology by a country on 

Its own would not be advlslble because of the time and cost factors 

Involved.    It would be necessary to Import technology into the 

country for certain products,  but at the  same time create an fl&D 

organization which would be able to receive the technology,   assimilate, 

modify and build upon    it.    Terms and conditions for the import of 

technology should be  < uch as not to lead to  economic subservience. 

Outright purchase of technology with the usual performance guarantees 

would be best in most circumstances. 

In this matter cooperation and technological sharing between 

developing countries can be of great advantage.    Firstly, the 

experience of a developing country is likely to be more applicable 

to the situation in another developing country,  rather than the 

experience of a developed country with its much different socio- 

economic background.    Secondly,  the type of technology which is 

suitable to a developing country may be quite different from the 

requirements of a developed country. 

Although the aim of any developing country should be to 

achieve self-sufficiency in production,  there cannot be any absolute 

self-sufficiency, particularly in a field like pharmaceutical 

production.    The discovery and introduction of new and better drugs, 

with consequent obsolescence of existing drugs,   is a common phenomenon 

which has to be reckoned with.    Therefore»  a certain amount of dependen- 

ce on imports for new drugs and new technology is unavoidable.    All 

that a country can strive for is to develop self-reliance in technology 

end to produce the majority of essential drugs required in large bulk, 

but to allow import of these drugs whose indigenous production may be 

uneconomical due to low demand and other factors. 



The growth and development of the pharmaceutical industry, 

particularly of basic production  ,  is intimately linked with   that of 

the chemicai industry,   bulk drug manufacture in fact is an extension 

of the fine chemical industry. It is,   therefore, necessary to  integrate 

and interface the  development plans of the pharmaceutical industry 

with  that of the chemical indis try.    There cannot  be any set pattern 

of such    interfacing    the pattern will  depend upon the availability of 

primary raw materials and the status of related industries*    In 

countries with rich coal resources,  the industry would naturally have 

to  be mainly coal-based, while in countries  with large oil and gas 

reserves,   the industry would naturally depend on petro-ch ernie als. 

Similarly,   countries which have a large base of mineral and vegetable 

resources would draw more on these raw materials for their chemicals 

production. 

It is well-known that multi-national drug firms and their 

associates often exercise monopolistic control over the production 

of some key intermediates.    They can hamper the development of a new 

bulk drug industry which is dependent on imports of such intermediates 

by charging artificially high prices or even by not selling such 

intermediates.    The example of chloroquine is illustrative.    Although 

technology for i ts production is available in India, non-availability 

of the intermediates at a reasonable price in the world market has made 

its indigenous production uneconomic. This f urn ter emphasizes  the 

importance of developing a strong base of the heavy and fine organic 

chemical industry to feed the pharmaceutical industry. 
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